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1. Introduction 
 

1.1 We have prepared this initial consultation statement in accordance with Regulation 12 of the 

Town and Country Planning (Local Development) (England) Regulations 2012.  

 

1.2 Regulation 12(a) requires that before we adopt a Supplementary Planning Document (SPD), 

we must prepare a statement setting out:  

• the persons whom the authority consulted when preparing the SPD; 

• a summary of the main issues raised by those persons; and 

• how those issues have been addressed in the SPD. 

 

1.3 The SDF SPD provides further detail to inform the masterplanning process for the following 

strategic sites/location for growth allocated in the Local Plan: strategy and sites (2019): 

• Slyfield Area Regeneration Project – now known as Weyside Urban Village  (Policy A24); 

• Gosden Hill Farm (Policy A25); 

• Blackwell Farm (Policy A26 and A27); 

• Ash and Tongham Sites (Policy A31); and 

• Former Wisley Airfield (Policy A35). 

 

2. Preparing the draft SPD  
 

2.1 The initial preparation of the draft SPD was undertaken by David Lock Associates (DLA). 

This process was preceded by a series of technical and community workshops held in late 

2018. The aim of these facilitated workshops was to explore, in broad terms, the potential 

opportunities arising from each site and the existing assets and challenges that can help 

shape a strategic framework for each site. The workshops involved a range of stakeholders, 

representatives from public sector agencies, landowners, officers and councillors.  

 

2.2 Outlined below is a list of all the workshops that were held. Appendix 1 contains a summary 

of each workshop with the following key information; general comments raised, specific 

comments in relation to each site and the attendance list.    

• Technical Stakeholder Workshop: Community Wellbeing (10 October 2018) 

• Technical Stakeholder Workshop: Green and Blue Infrastructure (10 October 2018) 

• Technical Stakeholder Workshop: Transport Infrastructure (11 October 2018) 

• Community Representatives - comprising borough and parish councillors (16 November 

2018) 

• Community Representatives – comprising Residents’ Associations, and other groups 

and societies (11 December 2018) 

 

2.3 The comments and issues received through these workshops were all considered by DLA in 

the preparation of the draft initial document and, where relevant, informed the strategic 

development frameworks. 

 

3. Formal consultation on the draft SDF SPD 
 

3.1 We will hold a five-week consultation between 20 January 2020 (midday) to 24 February 

2020 (midday). We will advise those stakeholders (comprising organisations, residents, 
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businesses and amenity groups whose email addresses we hold on our Get Involved website 

of the consultation. Additionally, the views of the Place Making and Innovation Executive 

Advisory Board will be sought at a meeting scheduled for 17 February 2020.  

 

3.2 We will publicise the consultation on our website, and will make the consultation document 

available in the borough’s four libraries and in the main Council office at Millmead. These 

arrangements will be in accordance with our Community Involvement in Planning, June 

2013.  

 

3.3 Following the consultation, we will consider the comments received and make any necessary 

amendments before presenting the SPD for formal adoption by the Council’s Executive.  

 
 

  

https://guildford.inconsult.uk/consult.ti/system/listConsultations?type=all
https://guildford.inconsult.uk/consult.ti/system/listConsultations?type=all
http://www.guildford.gov.uk/ces
http://www.guildford.gov.uk/ces
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Appendix 1 – outputs from technical and community workshops 



Guildford: Strategic Development Framework 

Technical Stakeholder Workshop: Community Wellbeing  

10th October 2018 

 

INTRODUCTION 

A Community Wellbeing workshop took place on Wednesday 10th October with technical stakeholders 
from a variety of sectors. The workshop was facilitated by David Lock Associates as part of the 
appointment to prepare a Strategic Development Framework (SDF) to help coordinate and shape 
development at five proposed housing allocations identified in the emerging Guildford Local Plan: 
Strategy and Sites. The five proposed sites are at: 
  

• Gosden Hill Farm, Merrow Lane, Guildford (Policy A25) 
• Blackwell Farm, Hogs Back Guildford ( Policy A26) 
• Slyfield, Area Regeneration Project, Guildford (Policy A24) 
• Former Wisley Airfield, Ockham (Policy A35) 
• Land to the south and east of Ash and Tongham (Policy A29); Warren Farm (Policy A27); 

Land to the east of White Lane (Policy A28); Land north-east of Spoil Lane (Policy A31) 
 

The main purpose of the workshop was to explore, in broad terms, the potential opportunities arising 
from strategic scale development, and to understand the nature of the social infrastructure and 
community facilities required to achieve sustainable development at each strategic development 
location. More specifically, the key objectives were to:  

 
• identify current facilities, capacity constraints and opportunities for expansion;  
• understand broad requirements for on-site community facilities;  
• identify development and delivery challenges that need to be addressed;  
• explore any wider initiatives or additional community benefits arising from development;  
• explore the potential for shared infrastructure solutions borough-wide and in the wider 

Surrey area; and  
• establish positive working relationships between stakeholders in the interest of achieving 

the best overall solutions.   
 

Appendix A contains the detailed agenda, including information about the background to the project. 
Appendix B contains copies of introductory slides. The workshop was attended by a mix of Council 
officers, representatives from key service providers and representatives from the development promoter 
teams. Appendix C contains an attendance list.  

This summary note presents a synthesis of the key issues, opportunities and other points raised at the 
workshop. This note does not represent the formal view of Guildford Borough Council or the consultant 
team but is prepared as feedback and for consideration in the preparation of the strategic development 
frameworks. 

KEY ISSUES, OPPORTUNITIES AND OTHER POINTS 
 
The workshop was divided into three key themes, as follows: 
 

• Education.  
• Health and Emergency Services, Sport and Recreation and Crime. 
• Community meeting spaces, cultural heritage and housing. 

 

 



 

GENERAL 

Education 

- There are a good number of schools across Guildford with varied forecasts on capacity. 

- The early years provision is 80% private. Surrey County Council has an Early Years Strategy 
and aims to combine the provision with new schools and community buildings. 

- Surrey County Council does not generally apply catchments but is criteria based with 
distance being just one criterion for school places. 

Housing  

- Delivery of self-build housing was seen as difficult and therefore it may not be appropriate for 
the sites. Instead there was potential for a community building approach which was 
considered by stakeholders as easier to implement and more effective. It was suggested that 
the MK Competitive Bidding Model could be used whereby people apply for self build plots 
and have to contribute financially to acquire them.  

Community facilities 

- Pooling community facilities was considered a sustainable option and works as different 
groups use them at different times.  

- There was a discussion about the future of library facilities, their viability and audience. 
Stakeholders were generally against using Section 106 funding for a library. 

- It was considered that combining faith facilities with general community ones can cause 
conflict and these uses should be separated. Pooling was seen as positive, but not sharing.  

Travellers sites 

- The allocation of travellers sites can be seen as a concern due to management challenges. It 
is important they are dispersed across the relevant sites.  

- Discussion around the policing of travellers sites and if there should be facilitation of transit 
sites or more settled sites.  

Designing out crime  

- Secure by design principles reaching a gold standard would need to be incorporated into the 
design of each site.  

- Discussion that the risk of too much street permeability can create a crime issue. 

- There is a need to assess sites from a Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) /Section 106 
perspective (i.e where should funding come from).  

- There is no on-site police presence needed at any of the sites. 

 

GOSDEN HILL FARM 

This site is west of Burpham, which has significant health, education and sports assets. These need 
to be connected, enhanced and added to as part of the community wellbeing strategy.  

Health 

- There are 2 main surgeries in the area (Merrow Park Surgery and New Inn Surgery).  



- New Inn Surgery needs to be re-provided whereas Merrow Park Surgery has limited capacity. 
A calculation of 2.5 more GP’s is needed in total to support existing and future growth. 
Therefore, the suggestion was to provide a new 6 GP function on site which would re-provide 
New Inn GP surgery and facilitate the new community. The calculation is approximately 1,800 
patients per GP.  

- The characteristics of the patients will be of two types. The younger generation, who are likely 
to move into the new development have the potential to enhance their healthcare experience 
with technology which may mean less face-to-face healthcare. Whereas the older existing 
population require more face-to-face interaction.  

- Early delivery is required as there is currently limited capacity at existing surgeries. 

Sports and recreation 

- The Sutherland Memorial Park is at full capacity and provides an astro-turf, cricket pitch, 
playground and football pitches. The attached community centre is also at full capacity. 

- There is a big demand for allotments with 250-350 applicants on the waiting list. The size of 
allotment packages is vital, and the ideal size was considered at 40-50 plots, allowing for it to 
be manageable and the community to take ownership of them.  

- The importance of not just creating designated play spaces, but playable spaces was raised.  

- Ideally new sports pitches should be linked with the new secondary school as this allows the 
management of them to be more efficient.  

Crime 

- It was discussed that some of the CIL for the scheme would contribute to resources for 
policing.   

Emergency services 

- There is an ambulance station garage to the south west of the site (142 London Road, 
Abbotswood). There is a question of moving this to the main hospital to increase efficiency.  

- Road width and adequate car parking which ensures cars don’t clog up roads need to be 
installed to allow for fire engines and refuge trucks access. There was discussion that a car 
parking enforcement strategy needs to be put into place from the start. 

Education 

- A new 2 form entry primary school is required – this assumes 2ha of land.  

- A new 4 form entry secondary school is required. Approximately 50% would be from on-site 
needs.  

- Whilst a school site would be required, Surrey County Council is looking for a review before 
making a funding decision. The site would be held for approximately 20 years.  

- The currently agreed location of the secondary school is to north east of site with playing 
fields on the edge. The whole of site is within a reasonable walking distance of this location 
(within approx. 1200m). 

- Burpham Primary School is likely to take some of the early population from the site before the 
new primary school is built. Connectivity to this school is important.  

- Two nurseries exist in the Sutherland Memorial Park but they need to be expanded (in size 
and opening hours). 

Housing 



- There is a shortage of 2 bed housing in the area. Larger houses are not affordable for people 
and flats were seen as too expensive due to their service charges.  

- It was seen that intensification around the proposed station was a good idea.  

- It was encouraged that any assisted living/retirement living accomodation was not a ‘care 
home’ but was integrated with other housing typologies. Alongside it must be attached to a 
Local Centre, close to facilities.  Furthermore the consideration of an integrated cohabitating 
environment which mixes generations was encouraged.  

 

BLACKWELL FARM 

The community wellbeing strategy for this site needs to take great consideration of the dynamics of 
the university research park, the hospital and the neighbouring community of Park Barn. 

Health 

- This site generates a need for 2.5 more GP’s. 

- There is limited capacity to the hospital as there is a lack of land for car parking and the site is 
already heavily congested. Furthermore, a further 25% increased demand is expected.  

- Park Barn secondary school is planning to relocate to the site as it needs a new building. 
There was interest in replacing this building with a healthcare use of 3000sq/m (+ car 
parking). This site is seen as ideal for a health centre as it is on the North Guildford bus loop 
network and would have the capacity to service Blackwell Farm and the surroundings. The 
Blackwell Farm sites needs to provide financial contribution to the Park Barn health centre 
which aims to have a footprint of six square miles. 

Sports and recreation 

- There are existing deficiencies of sports and recreation space in the area.  

- Surrey sports park is owned by the university. It is open to the public but criticised for being 
expensive and therefore new sports facilities which are more ‘public’ are welcome. There is 
no requirement for indoor sports provision. 

- It was discussed that joining the Sustainable Movement Corridor up with surrounding trails 
such as the Christmas Pie Trail, which goes westwards towards Wanborough, would be 
beneficial.  

Education 

- There is a large deficit of early years places in the area. 

- The Local Centre could be co-located with the primary school. 

- A 6-form entry secondary school is required (approx. 6ha). This site presents a challenge in 
terms of development capacity and maintaining permeability. There were questions as to 
whether the buildings and playing fields could be split into two sites. Surrey County Council’s 
preference is for a single site.  

- Accessibility to the secondary school is important as pupils will be coming from off-site.  

Housing  

- There is a shortage of 2 and 3 bed homes, especially those for hospital workers, especially 
those that are affordable. 

- There is not a requirement for student accommodation.  

- Some flats would be welcome.  



- Due to the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) designation, it is important that 
buildings towards the south of the site are of lower storeys. 
 

Crime 

- There was scepticism about the feasibility of the controlled access regarding factors of 
policing.  

- There was concerns about the safety of the A31 Junction design. 

 

SLYFIELD  

Being located in an urban area, this site has great opportunity to link its community strategy with 
neighbouring Bellfields.  

Health 

- The Jarvis Centre on Stoughton Road is the main healthcare centre in the area and has 
capacity to grow (and has the land to do it). A financial contribution from the development is 
needed.  

Education 

- The intention is to extend the neighbouring Weyfield Primary Academy from 2-form entry to 3-
form entry.  

- For secondary provision, financial contribution will be sought - Christ’s College in Bellfields is 
the nearest school.  

Sports and recreation 

- The nearby leisure centre, Spectrum, has a regional catchment (90 miles) – with football club, 
ice hockey, swimming pool, bowling, squash and gymnastics club. 

- The allotment size is too big and was recommended to be relocated and parceled into three 
smaller allotment sites. The location of these should be informed by where existing allotment 
holders live and their travel distance.  

- Funding is needed to extend the local nature reserve and increase the number of footbridges.  

Housing 

- This site was suggested to be of higher density with smaller units. There was discussion of 
storey heights being higher at the river (maximum 5 storeys) and lower towards the existing 
community.  

- Affordable housing is needed. 

- A contemporary style of architecture should be considered. 

- Tenure mix is not known at this stage. 

- Extra care allocation should be promoted – dementia care as a specific provision. 

Heritage 

- The industrial character of the River Wey and its former and current uses need to be 
maintained in the new design. 

- The former lock keepers’ cottage provides an opportunity to retain the building but also 
provide a cafe or community use.  



FORMER WISLEY AIRFIELD 

The isolated site of the former Wisley Airfield needs to be somewhat self-sufficient as there is limited 
community facilities surrounding the site. This provides an opportunity to define its own character.  

Health 

- The nearest GP is in West Horsley but this could be expanded. As short-term housing growth 
is quite limited it might be better enhancing existing facilities.  Yet the importance of a GP as 
a community hub was recognised.  

Policing  

- S106 agreements are expected to contribute to a police car and a room for police equipment 
as part of the community centre.  

- There is a crime problem at Junction 10 where there are some underused car parks. As part 
of the Junction 10 improvements there is potential for altering Old Lane which should help 
with the crime problem.  

Sports and recreation 

- The site needs to be self-sufficient in terms of open space.  

- The current application includes an astro turf-pitch, playing fields and pavilion. 

Emergency facilities 

- This site will be more likely facilitated by St Peter’s Hospital (near Addlestone). 

Education 

- Some recent changes to local schools: (i.) Ripley C of E primary school is scheduled to close; 
(ii.) Howard of Effingham has an expansion agreed (additional 2-form entry).  

- Guildford Borough Council is committed to delivering a secondary school on site based on 
delivering a sustainable new community.  Surrey County Council is looking for flexibility over 
timing/delivery given changing patterns of needs. To make the school feasible it would involve 
approx. 50% of pupils coming into the site from surrounding areas.  

- The intention is to create an all through school in a single location, co-located with local 
centre facilities.  

Community  

- As the site sits in relative isolation, it needs to be somewhat self containing. Therefore this 
development is seen as a separate entity and not a village extension. 

- There is a need for early years facilities. 

- Flats of 4 storeys may be appropriate with lower heights towards the listed buildings. 

- A  strong community link with RHS Wisley should be sought – a garden village. 

 

ASH AND TONGHAM 

The fragmented nature of this site and the absence of community facilities in the Local Plan’s 
allocation requires a more holistic vision to be undertaken, tapping into existing community assets.  

Health 

- Ash Wharf is seen as the District Centre of the area with shops, a GP surgery, a school and 
community facilities. Yet no railway line runs through it.  



- The Border Practice is the nearest GP surgery.  

Emergency services and safety concerns 

- Due to the fragmented nature of the site it is more difficult to tend to and manage vehicle 
accidents, especially during the construction period. This is a health problem. 

- A31 Hogs Back/White Lane junction is a dangerous turning –  there is possibility of closure. 

Education 

- A new school isn’t needed but it is important that there is increased connectivity to existing 
schools (especially Ash Grange School). 

- The intention is to expand existing schools of Ash Grange (Primary) and Ash Manor 
(Secondary) – connectivity to these schools for remaining development land is a priority. 

- Aldershot schools are also attended by pupils living in Ash and Tongham.  

Housing  

- Stakeholders welcomed intensification surrounding the station to create a local centre.  

- 3 bed shared ownership housing is most viable in this location.  

- This area has a different mix of housing to Guildford generally. 

Central place 

- Surrounding the site allocation there is a lack of a significant centre which has a strong 
identity. Ash Wharf was considered the most recognisable centre. With so many decisions 
being granted at appeal, and designed in isolation, there is frustration that there is not a 
holistic vision for the area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX A: DETAILED AGENDA 

INTRODUCTION  
 
Guildford Borough Council (GBC) is currently developing a Strategic Development Framework (SDF) 
to help coordinate and shape development at five proposed housing allocations identified in the 
emerging Guildford Local Plan: Strategy and Sites. The five proposed sites are at: 
  

• Gosden Hill Farm, Merrow Lane, Guildford (Policy A25) 
• Blackwell Farm, Hogs Back Guildford ( Policy A26) 
• Slyfield, Area Regeneration Project, Guildford (Policy A24). 
• Former Wisley Airfield, Ockham (Policy A35) 
• Land to the south and east of Ash and Tongham (Policy A29); Warren Farm (Policy A27); 

Land to the east of White Lane (Policy A28); Land north-east of Spoil Lane (Policy A31) 
 
Appendix A shows a plan of the proposed sites. 
 
David Lock Associates (DLA), in conjunction with Phil Jones Associates (PJA) and Lloyd Bore, have 
been appointed to prepare the Strategic Development Framework. As part of the project, a review of 
constraints, issues and opportunities is being undertaken. The purpose of this workshop is to discuss 
and understand the nature of community wellbeing and how the existing assets and challenges can 
help shape a strategic framework for each site. More specifically, the key objectives are to:   

  
• Identify current facilities, capacity constraints and opportunities for expansion;  
• Understand broad requirements for on-site community facilities;  
• Identify development and delivery challenges that need to be addressed;  
• Explore any wider initiatives or additional community benefits arising from development;  
• Explore the potential for shared infrastructure solutions borough-wide and in the wider 

Surrey area; and  
• Establish positive working relationships between stakeholders in the interest of achieving 

the best overall solutions.   
 
Attendees will be expected to explore key questions and themes and be encouraged to participate.  
Representatives of the site promoters will be present but, to be clear, this is not a discussion about 
their proposals.  A feedback summary report will be prepared and distributed to the participants as a 
record of key points and to take forward into the next stage of the master planning.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Community Wellbeing (10th October 2018) 14.00 – 17.00  

Arrival and Refreshments   13.45  

Welcome from Guildford Borough Council  14.00  

Introduction to the workshop, David Lock Associates 14.05  

Group discussions 1 (to be discussed at themed tables): 
 

• Gosden Hill Farm 
• Blackwell Farm 
• Slyfield 

14.20 

Feedback summary 15.20 

Break 15.35 

Group discussion 2 (to be discussed at themed tables): 
  

• Wisley Airfield 
• Ash and Tongham 

15.50 

Feedback summary 16.35 

Conclusions and next steps 16.50 

Close  17.00  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX B: INTRODUCTORY SLIDES 



31/10/2018

1

Guildford Borough Council 
Strategic Sites

Technical Stakeholder Workshop

Community wellbeing

10th October 2018

Purpose of the commission

To prepare Strategic Development Frameworks (SDFs) for five 
strategic-scale sites proposed for allocation in the emerging Local 
Plan 

The SDFs will include spatial plans and key principles to help:

• strategic design and delivery;

• coordinate the vision for future development;

• shape the quality of development;

• coordinate strategic infrastructure delivery;

• plan comprehensively; and

• delivering growth that is sustainable and protects natural, built 
environment and character

GBC to consider taking forward the work as Supplementary 
Planning Document (SPD) to shape planning applications

Work programme

Stage 1: Document review & inception meeting  (Aug/Sep)

Stage 2: Site visits, constraints mapping, development promoter meetings (Sep/Oct 18)

Stage 3: Technical and community representatives workshops (Oct/Nov 18)

Stage 4: Summary reports (Nov 18)

Stage 5: Strategic spatial plans (Nov/Dec 18)

Stage 6 Draft and final reports (Jan 19)
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Gosden Hill, Guildford
Gosden Hill Farm, Guildford (Policy A25)

1,800 dwellings 

Employment

Gypsy and traveller pitches

Local community uses and retail/services

Primary and secondary school

Blackwell Farm, Guildford
Blackwell Farm, Hogs Back Guildford (Policy A26)

1,800 dwellings 

Gypsy and traveller pitches

Employment

Local community  uses and retail/services 

Primary and secondary schools

Policy A26A –separate allocation for access land for 
Fareham Rd

Slyfield, Guildford
Slyfield Area Regeneration Project (Policy 
A24)

1,500 dwellings 

Gypsy and traveller pitches

Community uses

Light industrial uses

New Council depot

New sewage treatment works

Waste management uses

Former Wisley Airfield 
Former Wisley Airfield, Ockham (Policy 
A35)

2,000 dwellings 

Employment uses

Sheltered/extra care 

Gypsy and traveller pitches

Local community uses and 
retail/services

Primary and secondary school
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Ash/Tongham
Land at Ash/Tongham (Policies 
A27-A31)

Policy A28 1,750

Self-build/custom build plots

Purpose of this workshop
To capture your knowledge, comments and ideas on how 
the strategic frameworks can respond to supporting new 
communities on:

• Education

• Health and community services

• Housing needs

• Sport and recreation

• Other community facilities

Discussions could include:

• Current facilities, capacity constraints and scope for 
expansion

• On-site requirements for facilities

• Development and delivery challenges and opportunities

• Wider initiatives or aspirations

• Shared infrastructure and dual use opportunities

Agenda

To be discussed at themed tables as 
follows:

• Education

• Health/sport/emergency services

• Housing/other community facilities



APPENDIX C: ATTENDANCE LIST 

 

Community Wellbeing WORKSHOP 2 

Surrey Police 
Surrey Crime Prevention Unit  

Mike Jones 
Crime Reduction Advisor/ Designing Out 
Crime Officer 

SCC Public Health  Joanna Long 
Community Partnerships and Safety Service 
Surrey County Council 

SCC Education  Melanie Harding 
School Commissioning Officer 
 
Carol Savedra  
Commissioning Manager, Early Years 
 
Paul Druce 
Infrastructure Agreements Manager 

National Trust  John Gibson 
General Manager, River Wey & Godalming 
Navigations 
 

NHS Property  Andrew Grimes  
Head of Capital Development 
Ashford and St Peters NHS Foundation Trust 

Blackwell Farm  Steve Molnar  
Ian Platt  
TOR planning and Masterplanning 

Bridge End Farm  Phoebe Juggins  
CBRE 

Wisley (Hallam Land) Iain Macsween 
Charlie Reynolds 
Hallam Land Management 

Wisley  Charlie Collins 
Director - Savills 

Gosden 
 
 

Michael Knott  
Director - Barton Willmore 

 
GBC officers 



Housing  Nick Mollyneux 
Housing Development Manager  
 
Julia Nyako  
Housing Dev Team Officer 

Rural Economy    Chris Stanton 
GBC Rural Economy Officer 

GBC Parks Paul Stacey  
Parks Manager 
 
Sally Astles 
Park Management 
 

Planning DM  John Busher  
Principal Planning Officer 
(Major case officer – Gosden and Wisley) 
 
Hannah Yates  
Principal Planning Officer 
Major case officer – Blackwell + Ash + 
Tongham) 

Planning Policy  
  

Riian Van Eeden 
Principal Planning Officer 
 
Daniel Nunn 
Planning Officer  

Urban Design  Natalie Oates  
Principal Urban Designer 

Conservation/Design Meave Faulkner  
Conservation Team Leader 

 

 



Guildford Strategic Development Framework  
Technical Stakeholder Workshop: Green and Blue Infrastructure 
10th October 2018 
 

INTRODUCTION 

A Green and Blue Infrastructure workshop took place on Wednesday 10th October with technical 
stakeholders from a variety of sectors. The workshop was facilitated by David Lock Associates and 
Lloyd Bore as part of the appointment to prepare a Strategic Development Framework (SDF) to help 
coordinate and shape development at five proposed housing allocations identified in the emerging 
Guildford Local Plan: Strategy and Sites. The five proposed sites are at: 
  

• Gosden Hill Farm, Merrow Lane, Guildford (Policy A25) 
• Blackwell Farm, Hogs Back Guildford ( Policy A26) 
• Slyfield, Area Regeneration Project, Guildford (Policy A24) 
• Former Wisley Airfield, Ockham (Policy A35) 
• Land to the south and east of Ash and Tongham (Policy A29); Warren Farm (Policy A27); 

Land to the east of White Lane (Policy A28); Land north-east of Spoil Lane (Policy A31) 
 

The main purpose of the workshop was to explore, in broad terms, the potential opportunities arising 
from strategic scale development, and to understand the nature of the green and blue infrastructure 
required to achieve sustainable development at each strategic development location. More 
specifically, the key objectives were to:  

• identify green assets and future opportunities in terms of landscape, open space and 
ecology. 

• identify areas of flood risk, sustainable drainage opportunities and known environmental 
schemes;  

• explore policy and design standards;   
• discuss available data and other information sources that could be of use within the 

commission; and  
• discuss local perceptions and opinions to be aware of.  

 
Appendix A contains the detailed agenda, including information about the background to the project. 
Appendix B contains copies of introductory slides. The workshop was attended by a mix of Council 
officers, representatives from key service providers and representatives from the development promoter 
teams. Appendix C contains an attendance list.  

This summary note presents a synthesis of the key issues, opportunities and other points raised at the 
workshop. This note does not represent the formal view of GBC or the consultant team but is prepared 
as feedback and for consideration in the preparation of the strategic development frameworks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

GENERAL 

Ancient woodland 

- There is a need for the council to issue site promoters with guidance on a standardised buffer 
width and approach for ancient woodland. This would help to avoid any confusion regarding 
the width / arrangement of ancient woodland buffers and submission of masterplans that will 
subsequently be rejected by Guildford Borough Council on ancient woodland buffer grounds. 

- Achieving ecological/biodiversity net gain was viewed possible for these sites, especially 
Gosden Hill Farm, Blackwell Farm and Wisley. This could be done by setting a design code 
that specifies restoration and creation of local, regional and national priority habitats and 
improving ecological connectivity (appropriate habitat corridors) across the sites.   

- A design code for built environment areas could be established to ensure some level of 
compensation for loss of extensive areas of Open Mosaic Habitat (mix of scrub / bare earth / 
ruderal vegetation) by inclusion of biodiverse roofs on appropriate structures and/or through 
provision of ‘disturbed ground recreation areas.’   

Broadband infrastructure 

- The need to future-proof development and provide critical infrastructure for economic 
development is vital. Super-fast broadband has a significant role in this, especially as aspects 
of lifestyles such as healthcare and jobs become more mobile. 

Promoting net gains in biodiversity 

- There is potential for gains on built form (e.g. integrated nesting boxes, green walls and roofs) 
as well as around built form (e.g sustainable drainage systems, biodiverse landscaping). 
Surrey Biodiversity Opportunity Areas should be the starting point for considering appropriate 
provision. 

Renewable energy 

- The sites will be caught by the requirement to consider heat networks as a primary source of 
energy. A 20% carbon reduction requirement means renewable and low carbon energy will 
need consideration.  
 

GOSDEN HILL FARM 

The need to future-proof development plays a key role in securing economic development. 
Broadband and power infrastructure were raised as factors for consideration.  

- In relation to Gosden Hill Farm, there is a super-fast fibre route (Zayo group) which runs 
along Merrow Lane. This provides huge regeneration potential for the site and is vital for the 
growth of the rural economy.  

- There is scope to put broadband lines along the Cobham railway line.  

- Consideration needs to be given to the power lines through the site – could they be 
surrounded by a green swathe or be put underground? 

The site is of ecological importance and new development needs to enhance this, creating 
opportunities for net gains in biodiversity. Key ecology assets include: 

- There are Sites of Nature Conservation Importance (SNCI) on the site: Merrow Lane 
woodland (West) and Cotts Wood (East). 

- There are possibly ancient hedgerows on the site – an assessment needs to be achieved. 



- The Tree Preservation Order is based on specific designations - trees/tree block of value. 
Detailed tree surveys will be needed with applications.  

- Merrow Lane is rich in biodiversity and has a ‘cathedral arch’ of trees which was deemed 
important and should be dealt with sensitively.  

There is opportunity for net gains for biodiversity in the context of growth, but this requires 
enhancement of existing biodiversity and mitigating impacts of development: 

- Merrow Lane’s designated status may be under threat with the need for a secondary access 
point. There was discussion of not allowing vehicular access through but maintaining it for 
pedestrians and cyclists. 

- The need to mitigate light pollution from the park and ride and other uses. 

- There was discussion that the community west of the site was built in an era where design 
advocated large plots. These large gardens are vital for biodiversity and supporting habitats. 
Now we build denser homes with smaller gardens. To respond to this there is a need to 
ensure greater public green space, which can be facilitated through larger green fingers 
running across the site. 

- The site needs to show Burpham Nature Reserve has been given adequate consideration as 
it forms part of the Development Plan. There are opportunities to reinforce the Local Green 
Spaces designated in the Nature Reserve while also improving site access. 

- Care needs to be taken to avoid the Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) affecting 
hydrology of the ancient woodland 

This site has a significant amount of green infrastructure which provides opportunities and constraints 
for future development. Discussion evolved both around connecting the site with green routes to 
surrounding locations and linking green infrastructure within the site.  

- The green fingers running through the site east-west can be enhanced as key green routes 
connecting the site to the surroundings. This has the potential to connect the existing 
community (to the west of the site) with the new community and the ancient woodlands to the 
east of the site 

- There was discussion that an ideal leisure and navigational footpath could be implemented 
through the ancient woodland to the east of the site which is already a scheduled Suitable 
Alternative Natural Greenspace (SANG). This route could then navigate south towards the 
historic Clandon Park and Nature Reserve. Currently, this access stops at the railway line.  

- There is scope for bespoke SANG within the ancient woodland to the east, but this would 
need to be designed carefully to avoid harm. The protection of the veteran oaks which make 
up the ancient woodland was discussed and a 30m offset was encouraged for development. 
Another suggestion was the use of the DEFRA Biodiversity Offset matrix when developing on 
biodiverse land to offset the effect. 

- Furthermore, the footpath leading northwards stops at the A3 where there are 6 lanes of 
traffic. It would be useful to break through so pedestrians and cyclists could reach the River 
Wey and the green surroundings, along with the gateway of Sutton House. 

- The north-south spine road proposal presents an opportunity to deliver habitat corridors that 
link the A3 habitat corridor with the rail line habitat corridor.   

- Linking up green infrastructure within the site is important. This requires linking ancient 
woodland blocks with ancient woodland fragment, other woodland blocks and isolated mature 
/ veteran trees. 

- The stream corridor in the southern half of site and adjacent area in the south west corner of 
site is a ‘natural location’ and should connect habitats. 



The potential ‘Gateway to Guildford’ that this development could provide needs to be carefully 
considered. There was discussion of how the Gosden Hill development should be presented to cars 
on the A3. 

- Consideration of the existing ‘green wall’, which is driven by the desire for noise protection 
runs along the A3 hiding the community to the west of the site. 

- Legibility of the development was seen as important, as visibility of the Park and Ride from 
the A3 would encourage usage.  

- Typologies of housing and layout will need to be considered, alongside its relationship with 
planting. 

- Suitability of bunding in relation to topography and planting belt. 

- The visual impact of the roofscape was discussed and it was encouraged that there was a 
mixture in roof colour and diverse housing typologies for interesting views across the site. 
There were specific concerns about views from Sutton Park and Clandon Park. 

- Concerns expressed that the prevailing winds carry the sounds from A3 and smells from 
Slyfield into the site. 

Flooding was not a major concern for the site, however there are several considerations 

- There are no fluvial flood zones 2 or 3 but some local surface water flooding, especially along 
A3 and the woodland. Detailed flood modelling will be required.  

- Care needs to be taken not to alter the hydrology of the ancient woodland on site  

- Suggestions that the north of the site, alongside the A3 should be used for flood attenuation / 
wetland habitat creation. This could also help with noise attenuation.  

 

BLACKWELL FARM 

The site is of some ecological importance and new development needs to enhance valued habitats, 
creating opportunities for net gains in biodiversity. Key ecology notes included: 

- Recognition that the site forms the sensitive edge of the AONB and the views in and out are 
of importance.  

- There is potential for bats, skylarks and Great Crested Newts on the site - surveys will be 
required. 

- The site has a pronounced topography. 

- The North Downs Way is just south of the site. Further permeability to it would be 
encouraged.  

Strategic landscape design is critical in enhancing and making the most of the high quality green 
infrastructure on this site: 

- It was considered that the landscape which is quite structured in nature, should guide the 
development. The wooded character of the site is strong and needs to be retained.   

- Need to buffer ancient woodland, re-connect and expand corridors of hedgerow, woodland 
and ‘other habitats’ across the site.     

- Opportunity to try to connect woodlands and habitats across the site. 

- Opportunity to utilise existing tracks crossing the site as part of the footpath network. 



- By enhancing the existing ancient woodland to increase the habitat quality the SANG 
requirements can also be fulfilled. 

- There were questions on where the SANG should be located and how it could mitigate 
impacts on the SPA and whether a strategic approach of shared SANGs could be taken. 

- It was seen by some that there was a greater need to promote SANGs for leisure.  

Furthermore, it is vital that the development is not detrimental to the existing green infrastructure and 
biodiversity: 

- There are concerns that the woodlands that sits to the east of the site would be fragmented 
as development evolves at each side.  

- With an access point aiming to come in from the research park there are concerns of loss of 
common land and woodland.  

- The existing access is viewed to be very sensitive and development needs to be carefully 
considered when developing a new access. There was suggestion of using the space as a 
multi-functional green space, including habitat corridors.  This would help to deliver a net 
ecological gain within the access route land.  
 

Flooding was not identified as a major concern for the site: 

- The site drains northwards and flood modelling will be needed.  

 

SLYFIELD  

The site is of some ecological importance and new development needs to enhance this and create 
opportunities for net gains in biodiversity. Key ecology notes included: 

- Some ecological value on site at the existing Sewage Treatment Works.   

- The site suffers from constraints of contaminated land, bats and Japanese knotweed. 

- There is a Biodiversity Opportunity Area (BOA) along the River Wey.  

Maintaining the ecology along the River Wey whilst also using the river as part of the urban form and 
a key cycle route was a key issue.  

- Currently there is a towpath which runs from Woking Road along the eastern side of the River 
Wey until Stoke Lock where the footpath changes to the western side of the river.  

- Concerns about the limited width of the towpath meant there is conflicts between pedestrians 
and cyclists. With the new development bringing a larger flow of cyclists, there is a concern 
that the towpath would lose its character and become over-used causing an unsafe route for 
both pedestrians and cyclists.  

 
- Therefore, there was suggestion that two cycle routes were created – a commuter route and 

a leisure-based route. The latter would connect leisure facilities along the river beyond the 
site boundary. A pragmatic approach about natural desire lines is needed.  

 
- There is a bridge parallel to Clay Lane (closed as it is the old road) which could be re-opened.  

 
- Cycle route improvements along the towpath will need to minimise habitat clearance and 

avoid significant lighting as the corridor has a significant bat population. A 8-10m buffer was 
suggested along the river edge. 

 
- Ecological and recreational enhancement of the floodplain grazing marsh area, east of the 

River Wey was suggested to help deliver SANG and/or offset any other ecological and 
sustainable travel impacts of the scheme.   



Other ecological considerations were considered: 

- If the floodplain grazing marsh at Burpham Court Farm was enhanced to increase habitat 
quality this could fulfil SANG requirements with leisure and recreation opportunities. A further 
opportunity is the area around Tyting Farm.  

- There was discussion about the relocation of the allotments and the consideration that if they 
were relocated in smaller parcels this would allow them to be better maintained and used 
more efficiently. 

- The site sits opposite an adopted SANG. Under the new NPPF, SANG is protected as 
strongly as an SPA. Therefore, urbanising impacts on the SANG must be avoided 

Flooding concerns were raised:  

- There are small areas of flood risk (zone 2/3) but the site is mostly above the flood plain. 
Flooding issues on the towpath were mentioned.  

- Surface water would drain down to the River Wey and Wey Navigation and this lends itself to 
a structuring of routes across site (with swales).  

The opportunity for renewable energy on this site were discussed: 

- The site has several opportunities due to its proximity to the river – (water screw on a weir, 
proposed fish pass, water source heat pumps etc.) 
 

FORMER WISLEY AIRFIELD 

With the site located near to RHS Wisley, it was deemed important that the new development has 
strong links with RHS Wisley. 

- It was considered that the access to RHS Wisley was dangerous and it could be improved 
with the redevelopment of the site. There is a proposal for a junction improvement which 
brings the access to RHS Wisley into the site and then over the A3 road. Secondly 
stakeholders were keen to link in with the attraction and capitalise on it, making the site a 
destination itself.  

- The educational element of RHS Wisley which is promoted by the organisation could be 
linked with the new school on site. Furthermore, there could be a correlation between the 
landscaping at RHS Wisley and the site. There were suggestions of a native planting strategy 
using species of local provenance and conservational significance. 

The site is of ecological importance and new development needs to enhance this, creating 
opportunities for net gains in biodiversity. Key ecology notes included: 

- an ancient woodland area along the A3. 

- SNCI on site (Wisley Airfield SNCI) - query on whether the extent of the SNCI area has been 
reduced.  

- Ockham Conservation Area is to south but has limited views into the site.  

This site has a significant amount of green infrastructure which provides opportunities and constraints 
for future development. Discussion evolved around the importance of the SNCI, SANG, SPA provision 
and biodiversity considerations. 

SNCI considerations: 

o The importance of the SNCI was discussed and an importance was put on ensuring 
mitigation measures to reduce botanical loss. Reflecting the SNCI in the SANG’s 
characteristics was discussed for mitigation.  

 



o The ‘botanical interest’ of the SNCI sections was raised, with a suggestion that the 
existing botanical survey information could be used to inform the planting strategy for 
the SANG.  This was considered appropriate, provided that the species of ‘botanical 
interest’ are compatible with the habitat types that will need to be prioritised within the 
SANG (potentially including acid grassland, woodland and possibly even 
heathland).     

o The Thames Basin Heaths (TBH06) Biodiversity Opportunity Area (BOA) includes 
part of the Wisley airfield site (the SNCI section). Landscape/SuDS measures can be 
used to deter visitors to the Thames Basin Heaths (SSSI/SPA). 

 
o It was suggested that the SNCI on-site was being consideration for re-designation 

including a smaller area of land. This needs to be reviewed and confirmed. 
 

SANG considerations: 
 

o Clarification is required whether any additional SANG (over and above that already 
designed in relation to the previous scheme) is required. e.g. closer to Bridge End 
Farm 

o There is potential for a comprehensive SANG strategy using land to the north and 
south of the site and inclusion of circular routes within and between the SANG areas. 
Consideration is now needed as to how new areas of allocated land (Bridge Farm) 
deals with SANG. 

o The Thames Basin Lowlands (TBL02) BOA is located immediately south of 
site.  Specific targets for priority habitat creation and restoration within this BOA could 
also be applied to the open space / SANG design. This could include priority habitat 
restoration & creation of wet woodland, mixed deciduous woodland, wood pasture & 
parkland, meadows, hedgerows and ponds. 

 
o Phasing of the SANG is needed to include an operational SANG including a 2.3km 

walking route in phase 1. 
  

o Factors including protecting countryside views and use of mature planting to screen 
the SANG from development need to be considered. 

 
SPA considerations: 

 
o It was seen necessary to limit access to the SPA through soft measures such as 

ensuring attractive design of the SANG. 
 
Biodiversity considerations: 

o There is scope for ecological enhancements which will achieve net biodiversity gains.  

o Surrey Wildlife Trust were seeking compensation for the management of the adjacent 
land to manage visitor pressures.  

o There is opportunity for SuDS along the northern edge where land falls away.  

o The potential light pollution was raised as a concern to surrounding dark rural areas. 

o It was advised that there was a lower intensity of development at the eastern end of 
the site to respond to surroundings. 

The relationship between access and movement, and green infrastructure was discussed: 

- There are four public rights of way, crossing south-north. The furthest eastern path is the 
most underused. Whereas the furthest western path is a historical roadway. 

- There was discussion that the river corridors could be used as movement corridor.  



- There was discussion about a potential additional access from Ockham Lane. 

Reflecting the historical past of the site was considered important: 

- The site is known to locals as the ‘Three Farms Meadow’ which dates to before the runway. 
Stakeholders liked the idea of running this theme through to the new proposal. 

- Suggestion that the historic landscape pattern around the site needed to be reflected in the 
site design. 

- The historic importance of the airfield was also discussed and could be design referenced. 

- The site sits in Ockham Conservation Area but the listed buildings are isolated. However, 
there was no heritage or landscape issues in relation to Ockham. 

Other 

- It was confirmed that there is about 30ha of previously developed land on the site against the 
National Planning Policy Framework definition. 

- Flooding was not a major concern for the site, however Ockham Lane occasionally floods. 

- The local plan requires a composter facility to be provided on site. Yet it was considered this 
might not be needed. The composter facility has permission but the technology for it is 
outdated which means it is unlikely to come forward. Furthermore, the adoption of this plan 
will supersede the waste strategy. 

 

ASH AND TONGHAM 

The site is of ecological importance and new development needs to enhance this, creating 
opportunities for net gains in biodiversity. Key ecological notes include: 

- It was noted that there is habitats of badgers, great crested newts, bats and reptiles in the 
area. 

- The woodland to north east between Ash Green Rd and the railway station is a Priority 
Habitat.  

- The area to the south east of the disused railway is considered sensitive – this may be better 
left as open space. 

A more holistic vision is needed: 

- There was concern that the fragmented sites have been looked at in isolation and that the 
cumulative impact of each development could be a sizeable loss on habitat. Stakeholders 
asked for a more holistic vision which knits all sites and the surrounding area together.  

- Opportunity was seen for a wider ecosystem network. Yet it is vital that existing green 
infrastructure and connectivity is safeguarded. 

- There was discussion on the identity of the individual sites and if the proposals needed to 
create their own identity or attach to others. It was considered the area had a separate 
identity to Aldershot. 

- The disused railway link which runs from south-west to north-east of the allocations was seen 
to have potential to open as a green link (walking and cycling route), mostly for recreational 
use. It already has public access.  

- Ash Manor is Grade II* listed and the setting is sensitive.  

- The potential light pollution was raised as a concern to surrounding dark rural areas. 



- There are opportunities to combine sustainable transport links with biodiversity corridors.  

The need for further SANGs and their location was considered: 

- It was highlighted that there are several potential strategic SANG areas that Guildford 
Borough Council are considering/would consider in the locality.  However, the assumption for 
now is that each scheme will need to deliver its own SANG.   
 

- Poyle farm, which lies just south of an allocated SANG could potentially be included to 
increase the SANG space. 
 

- SANGs have been created at Ash Lodge Drive and Manor Farm. 
 

Flooding was not a major concern for the site, but there are several considerations: 

- The surrounding soil was noted as cohesive and there is a community perception that the 
new development will make matters worse. 

- Surface water sits in areas north of the railway line. On-site attenuation is likely to be needed 
and flood modelling required. Surrey County Council is preparing a study on Ash 
watercourses. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX A: DETAILED AGENDA 

INTRODUCTION  
 
Guildford Borough Council (GBC) is currently developing a Strategic Development Framework (SDF) 
to help coordinate and shape development at five proposed housing allocations identified in the 
emerging Guildford Local Plan: Strategy and Sites. The five proposed sites are at: 
  

• Gosden Hill Farm, Merrow Lane, Guildford (Policy A25) 
• Blackwell Farm, Hogs Back Guildford ( Policy A26) 
• Slyfield Area Regeneration Project, Guildford (Policy A24). 
• Former Wisley Airfield, Ockham (Policy A35) 
• Land to the south and east of Ash and Tongham (Policy A29); Warren Farm (Policy A27); 

Land to the east of White Lane (Policy A28); Land north-east of Spoil Lane (Policy A31) 
 
Appendix A shows a plan of the proposed sites. 
 
David Lock Associates (DLA), in conjunction with Phil Jones Associates (PJA) and Lloyd Bore, have 
been appointed to prepare the Strategic Development Framework. As part of the project, a review of 
constraints, issues and opportunities is being undertaken. The purpose of this workshop is to discuss 
and understand the nature of green and blue infrastructure and how the existing assets and 
challenges can help shape a strategic framework for each site. More specifically, the key objectives 
are to:   

  
• Identify green assets and future opportunities in terms of landscape, open space and 

ecology. 
• Identify areas of flood risk, sustainable drainage opportunities and known environmental 

schemes;  
• Explore policy and design standards;   
• Discuss available data and other information sources that could be of use within the 

commission; and  
• Discuss local perceptions and opinions to be aware of.   

 
Attendees will be expected to explore key questions and themes and be encouraged to participate.  
Representatives of the site promoters will be present but, to be clear, this is not a discussion about 
their proposals.  A feedback summary report will be prepared and distributed to the participants as a 
record of key points and to take forward into the next stage of the masterplanning.  

 
The agenda for the workshops is show overleaf: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Green and Blue (10th October 2018) 9.30 – 13.00  

Arrival and Refreshments   9.30  

Welcome from Guildford Borough Council 
• James Whiteman (Managing Director of Guildford Borough Council) - 

Welcome 
• Paul Spooner (Leader of the Council) - Introduction 

9.40 

Introduction to the workshop, David Lock Associates 10.00  

Group discussions 1: 
 

• Gosden Hill Farm 
• Blackwell Farm 
• Slyfield 

10.20 

Feedback summary 11.20 

Break 11.35 

Group discussion 2: 
  

• Wisley Airfield 
• Ash and Tongham 

11.50 

Feedback summary 12.35 

Conclusions and next steps 12.50 

Close  13.00  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX B: INTRODUCTORY SLIDES 



31/10/2018

1

Guildford Borough Council 
Strategic Sites

Technical Stakeholder Workshop

Green and Blue Infrastructure

10th October 2018

Purpose of the commission

To prepare Strategic Development Frameworks (SDFs) for five 
strategic-scale sites proposed for allocation in the emerging Local Plan 

The SDFs will include spatial plans and key principles to help:

• strategic design and delivery;

• coordinate the vision for future development;

• shape the quality of development;

• coordinate strategic infrastructure delivery;

• plan comprehensively; and

• delivering growth that is sustainable and protects natural, built 
environment and character

GBC to consider taking forward the work as Supplementary Planning 
Document (SPD) to shape planning applications

Work programme

Stage 1: Document review & inception meeting  (Aug/Sep)

Stage 2: Site visits, constraints mapping, development promoter meetings (Sep/Oct 18)

Stage 3: Technical and community representatives workshops (Oct/Nov 18)

Stage 4: Summary reports (Nov 18)

Stage 5: Strategic spatial plans (Nov/Dec 18)

Stage 6 Draft and final reports (Jan 19)



31/10/2018
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Gosden Hill, Guildford
Gosden Hill Farm, Guildford (Policy A25)

1,800 dwellings 

Employment

Gypsy and traveller pitches

Local community uses and retail/services

Primary and secondary school

Blackwell Farm, Guildford
Blackwell Farm, Hogs Back Guildford (Policy A26)

1,800 dwellings 

Gypsy and traveller pitches

Employment

Local community  uses and retail/services 

Primary and secondary schools

Policy A26A –separate allocation for access land for 
Fareham Rd

Slyfield, Guildford
Slyfield Area Regeneration Project (Policy 
A24)

1,500 dwellings 

Gypsy and traveller pitches

Community uses

Light industrial uses

New Council depot

New sewage treatment works

Waste management uses

Former Wisley Airfield 
Former Wisley Airfield, Ockham (Policy 
A35)

2,000 dwellings 

Employment uses

Sheltered/extra care 

Gypsy and traveller pitches

Local community uses and 
retail/services

Primary and secondary school
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Ash/Tongham
Land at Ash/Tongham (Policies 
A27-A31)

Policy A28 1,750

Self-build/custom build plots

Purpose of this workshop
To capture your knowledge, comments and ideas on how 
the strategic frameworks can best respond to:

• Flood risk, water bodies and drainage solutions

• Existing assets (woodlands/trees/hedgerows/heritage)

• Landscape character and views

• Open space opportunities

• Nature conservation designations and ecological 
habitats

• Policy and design standards

• Other data and information

Interested un better understanding of constraints, issues 
and opportunities

Agenda



 

 

APPENDIX C: ATTENDANCE LIST 

Guildford SDF: Technical Stakeholder Workshops  

10 + 11 October 2018  
Attendees  

Green and Blue Infrastructure WORKSHOP 1 

 Attendees  

GBC James Whiteman  
Managing Director  
 
Tracey Coleman  
Director Planning + Regen 

SCC Flood and Drainage Amy Rodwell  
Flood Risk & Network Resilience Specialist / 
Strategic Network Resilience/ SCC 

Surrey Wildlife Trust Heather Lewis  
Conservation Manager, Planning  
 
Mike Waite  
Living Landscapes Manager - Strategic 
 

Historic England  Alan Byrne 
Historic Environment Planning Adviser / 
Planning Group 
 

National Trust  John Gibson 
General Manager, River Wey & Godalming 
Navigations 
 

Blackwell Farm  Paul Warren  
Jeff Picksley  
TOR landscape and ecology 

Wisley (Hallam Land) Charlie Reynolds  
 
Iain Macsween 
Hallam Land Management 



Wisley Charlie Collins  
Director - Savills  
 
Mike Davies  
Davies Landscape 

Gosden Julian Cooper SLR 
 

Bridge End Farm  
 

Phoebe Juggins  
CBRE 

Slyfield C. Hall  
Senior Associate - Peter Brett Associates  

 
GBC officers 

Rural economy Officer   Chris Stanton 
GBC Rural Economy 
  

Environmental Health  Garry Durrant  
Env Health 

Parks and Leisure Tom Childs  
Landscape/SANGS officer 

Landscape/ open space – Planning Policy Dan Knowles 
Senior Planning Policy Officer  

Planning Policy  
 

Riian Van Eeden 
Principal Planning Policy Officer 

Urban Design  Natalie Oates  
Principal Urban Designer 

Conservation/Design Meave Faulkner  
Conservation Team Leader 

Slyfield (GBC) Michael Lee-Dixon  
Project Manager SARP  

 



Guildford:  Strategic Development Framework 

Technical Stakeholder Workshop: Transport Infrastructure  
11th October 2018 
 

INTRODUCTION 

A Transport and Environmental Health workshop took place on Thursday 11th October with technical 
stakeholders from a variety of sectors. The workshop was facilitated by David Lock Associates and 
Phil Jones Associates as part of the appointment to prepare a Strategic Development Framework 
(SDF) to help coordinate and shape development at five proposed housing allocations identified in 
the emerging Guildford Local Plan: Strategy and Sites. The five proposed sites are at: 
  

• Gosden Hill Farm, Merrow Lane, Guildford (Policy A25) 
• Blackwell Farm, Hogs Back Guildford ( Policy A26) 
• Slyfield, Area Regeneration Project, Guildford (Policy A24) 
• Former Wisley Airfield, Ockham (Policy A35) 
• Land to the south and east of Ash and Tongham (Policy A29); Warren Farm (Policy A27); 

Land to the east of White Lane (Policy A28); Land north-east of Spoil Lane (Policy A31) 
 

The main purpose of the workshop was to explore, in broad terms, the potential opportunities arising 
from strategic scale development, and to understand the nature of the green and blue infrastructure 
required to achieve sustainable development at each strategic development location. More 
specifically, the key objectives were to:  

  
• identify locally consented developments and proposed transport and environmental schemes; 
• understand known constraints and opportunities; 
• explore any site-specific issues; 
• explore policy and design standards; 
• establish what available data sets and models might be available for use within the 

commission; and 
• discuss local perceptions and opinions to be aware of in relation to transport and 

environmental matters. 
 

Appendix A contains the detailed agenda, including information about the background to the project. 
Appendix B contains copies of introductory slides. The workshop was attended by a mix of Council 
officers, representatives from key service providers and representatives from the development promoter 
teams. Appendix C contains an attendance list.  

This summary note presents a synthesis of the key issues, opportunities and other points raised at the 
workshop. This note does not represent the formal view of GBC or the consultant team but is prepared 
as feedback and for consideration in the preparation of the strategic development frameworks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GENERAL 

Bicycle infrastructure  

- G-BUG (Bike User Group) are keen to achieve an orbital route around Guildford that 
connects the development sites.  

The Sustainable Movement Corridor 

- This corridor is intended to be multi-modal and get people to and through the strategic sites.  

- The Park & Ride (P&R) approach needs to be reviewed. Some current sites are considered 
too far in to effectively intercept traffic (e.g. Onslow Park & Ride). 

A more sustainable future 

- There is a need to change the perception of travel and reduce the amount of development 
focused around the car. This must be linked to the parking provision in the town centre. If 
parking is still readily available in the town centre, coupled with available parking in new 
developments, car use will still be the first choice as a mode of transport.  

 

GOSDEN HILL FARM 

Several challenges and uncertainties regarding the transport strategy for this site were discussed. 
Overall, it was deemed important that the site has a relationship with Guildford rather then the M25. 
The delivery, scale and design of the park and ride and railway station were discussed, alongside the 
access and how different modes of transportation navigate the site.  

Park and Ride  

- The rationale behind the park and ride is to remove traffic from the A3100, on which 
congestion builds up towards Guildford currently.  

- Visibility of the Park and Ride (P&R) on the A3 was considered key to promote usage. 

- There needs to be further consideration about the relationship between the P&R and the 
proposed new rail station. If the rail station is built (with no or a small car park), will the P&R 
car park just be used as a remote station (free) car park or will parking spill out onto 
surrounding residential roads?  

- Is there an opportunity for charging points to be located at the P&R? 

Primary access 

- A left in, left out junction on the A3 is proposed. The practicality of this was queried in relation 
to the proposed park and ride site. An all movements junction would require third party land 
and implications for a listed building. 

- The Local Plan only requires land to be safeguarded for an all movement junction in the 
future.  

Secondary access 

- Securing a second access was considered important. If this access was positioned at Merrow 
Lane, challenges of the Local Green Space and common land designations would need to be 
resolved. Guildford Borough Council could take this on as a project. 

- It was considered important to connect the community which sits west of the site with the new 
community and the ancient woodlands to the east of the site.  

- There is an opportunity to plug into the A25 with a secondary access.  



- Is there potential to connect New Inn Lane (west of the site) into the new development? 

Proposed Rail Station 

- The station is proposed to be 2-sided with access at both sides of the railway and land is 
safeguarded for a 12-coach platform. It is estimated that there would be 1100 passengers per 
day to the station; 40% from Gosden Hill development 

- The new station is a clear opportunity. There is scope for timetable improvements which 
would mean this could play a role in a more strategic transport solution. This has the potential 
to have significant benefits of taking trips off of the A3.  

- It was considered if the P&R planned should be rail based rather then road based. 

- Funding and deliverability is an issue. Yet the station does have support from Network Rail. 

- Consideration of whether South Western Rail could take some of the financial burden of this 
station. Could a partnership programme be made? 

- Suggestions that it should not be a parkway and parking should be kept to a minimum with its 
usage concentrated on the immediate community. However, there were concerns that a lack 
of parking at the station would lead to an overspill onto residential roads. 

- Longer term/other opportunities (outside of the policy allocation) could be considered 
regarding the County Council depot south of railway if/when the station is delivered and 
creating an additional route to the south linking the A3 to the A25. 

- A suggestion was made about the possibility of locating the rail station opposite to George 
Abbot School, which is located on Guildford Borough Council land.  

Buses  

- It is suggested that the existing bus service would extend into the site.  

- Guildford Borough Council have completed further work on the feasibility of a bus lane on the 
A322. 

Gateway to Guildford  

- As this will be the first urban area of Guildford visible on the A3 approach, it provides an 
opportunity for designing a ‘gateway’. The characteristics of this need to be considered 
further, alongside factors of noise mitigation, topography and legibility of the site. 

- Noise along the A3 route could be mitigated by green infrastructure and other non-residential 
land uses. A bund (if required) could be integrated into designs for the green space and 
drainage measures.  

Pedestrians and cyclists 

- There is a lack of pedestrian and cycle routes to neighbourhoods outside of the site and key 
destinations. e.g. from the site to Merrow and the nearby Sainsburys. However, there is an 
ambition from the Gosden development to deliver better pedestrian and cycle links.  

- There are no proposals to key into the existing A3 cycle route (on the north side of the A3). 
This would require a bridge across the A3 for cyclist. However, this opportunity is not being 
explored – what would be the benefit-cost ratio? 

- Internal cycle and pedestrian links need to be explored. 

- The location of the Local Centre will need to be in walking distance from everywhere in the 
site.  

Other 



- The residents of Merrow are concerned about the additional traffic. There is a car boot sale 
every Sunday, just north of the site, where traffic uses the same route proposed by the new 
development to access the A3 (left out), and there is congestion. 

 

BLACKWELL FARM 

A number of challenges and uncertainties regarding the transport strategy for this site were 
discussed; most significantly issues of the location and nature of the access points into the site. 
Furthermore, the site’s relationship with the proposed Guildford West rail station and adjacent Surrey 
Research Park were considered. 

Main access  

- Discussion about the location of the main access – whether that be via A31 (Hog’s Back) or 
through the University of Surrey access point.  

- The sensitivity of Hog’s Back junction in landscape terms is an important consideration.  

- The design of the signalised junction on the A31 needs to be further considered. The Local 
Plan’s evidence base showcases some work. The University has also undertaken and/or is 
undertaking technical work. 

- The university want to reduce the volume of development traffic through Surrey Research 
Park as there is existing congestion.  

Managed Access 

- The managed access is proposed to be in close proximity to the Surrey Research Park 
extension at the north east of the allocated site. The suitability of it was discussed but how it 
would be controlled remains unclear - permit controlled/ barrier/ automatic number plate 
recognition? 

- A managed access would create several challenges: 

o Potential congestion when non-permitted traffic is turning.  

o Timings of the bollards lowering or complexity of a registration plate charging system. 

o Cost of maintenance. 

o Police may need to be involved in design and on-going maintenance.  

o The location of the new secondary school and how a managed access could 
negatively effect general access. Potential for the control point to be near the school 
to allow dual-access to the school. 

- Conversely, a managed access would be key to limiting the route as a rat-run. If a through 
route was put in with no managed access, signage along the A31 and lane configuration 
would need to make it unattractive to take the Hogs Back entrance.  

Rail station 

- The new Guildford West Station is a great opportunity for the area as it is near a high number 
of employment uses (Research park, University and Hospital). The consensus was that the 
wider area needs to be planned more holistically to respond to the station. Better links to the 
Science park and linking up with existing cycle routes (Gill Avenue for example) needs to be 
explored.  

- The station was considered to stack up financially without the Blackwell Farm development.  

Bus 



- There were queries over bus journey times and attractiveness of this mode of transportation. 
Four options for the bus were considered: 

o Park and Ride; 

o a University sponsored bus system; 

o improvements to the existing public buses; and 

o a new bus service. 

- Stagecoach currently have sole rights to run the bus services 1 and 2 through the research 
park (even though the roads are not adopted). The P&R at Onslow is also run by Stagecoach 
– this has led to conflicts between Arriva (local Guildford bus providers) and Stagecoach.  

Gill Avenue 

- Gill Avenue is a private road through the research park. There was discussion whether this 
route should be made an adopted route if it has a public bus service on but there is concern 
that the quality of the road is not of a sufficient standard to be adopted. 

Cycle and Pedestrian 

- Increasing permeability is vital to accommodate the multi-use site and the surrounding uses. 

- There is a cycle hire scheme already rolled out into the research park, and there is a 
suggestion to have a docking station in the new development. 

- There is a need for a good movement corridor between the new school and the existing 
residential development to the north east (Wood Street/ Woodbridge Hill area) as a six form 
entry secondary school would result in the majority of pupils travelling into the site.  

- A question over whether there will be a crossing at Guildford West for pedestrians and 
cyclists. 

- There needs to be better cycle links across the A3/A31 Hogs Back. NCN route 22 also needs 
improvement (goes to Onslow village).  

Air Quality  

- There are some concerns over air quality with respect to Guildford’s western approach.  

 

SLYFIELD  

A number of challenges and uncertainties regarding the transport strategy for this site were 
discussed. There was recognition that this site is adjacent to the urban area which provides it 
opportunity for better pedestrian and cycle links. This was discussed alongside the complexities of 
access into the site.  

Main access 

- The main access is proposed to attach onto the existing roundabout to the south of the site 
(A320). 

- Improvements to the A320 (Woking Road) are needed.  

- The intention is to turn the roundabout junction of Woking Rd/Bellfields Rd into a signalised 
access.  

Secondary access 



- Secondary access can be achieved through to the Bellfields area. This is encouraged, 
especially to link the new development with the existing school with good pedestrian and 
cycle access. Consideration needs to be given to how existing residential roads to the west of 
the site will be used as access points for the new development.  

- A northern access could be achieved off Woking Rd/Moorfields Rd junction. Factors of the 
woodland to the north west of the junction and the industrial units to the north-east need to be 
considered. Is there potential to relocate industrial units to improve access?   

- Secondary routes could mirror the drainage pattern which would run across the site towards 
the River Wey. 

Clay Lane Link Road 

- There is an aspiration to link northwards to Clay Lane to the industrial part of the site. 

- In the Transport Assessment (2009) this link road was considered unnecessary. Therefore 
there is need to re-assess if it is needed now. The consensus by the stakeholders was that 
with the 1,500 new homes being constructed, the link road would still not be needed, 
especially as it involves passing through Green belt and higher flood risk zones.  

- Other stakeholders, however, argued that the implementation of the link road would release 
existing pressure on the A320.  

Bus  

- There are no public buses serving Slyfield currently. There is a need for a bus route 
dedicated to connecting the new residential areas. Currently bus route 33/34/35 (Guildford-
Camberley-Woking) passes near the site 

- There is a study in progress by WYG, supported by Guildford Borough Council and Surrey 
County Council for the Sustainable Movement Corridor. Focus is around the Research Park/ 
Hospital area.  

Separate access for industrial uses and residential uses 

- Discussion of whether the two uses (residential and industrial uses) should be kept separate 
or be connected.  

- The link road within the site which has been permitted is to facilitate the Sewage Treatment 
Works re-location.  

Cycle and pedestrian routes 

- The towpath along the river has potential to become a cycle link. Concerns of safety and loss 
of canal character were raised which favoured it being more of a leisure-based route.  

- Instead the fastest cycle link should be tied into the sustainable movement corridor. Currently 
there is a segregated cycle path running alongside the A25 and other paths linking the site to 
the town centre but the whole network needs to be considered holistically. 

- There is a cycle repair charitable project which will remain located within the site and provide 
opportunities for a cycle hub/cycle hire into the existing cycle network.  

- The current cycle connectivity along the A320 and A25 is not sufficient.  

- Opportunities for key cycle routes: 

o There is a brownfield strip of land east of the A3 that has the potential to be 
converted to a cycle route.  

o There is also a route under the A3 (to the west of Spectrum P&R). However, it is not 
a well-known route and there is potential for improvements.  



o There could be an opportunity to create a cycle route along the Old Woking Road 
(East of A320) – improvements of a quiet road. 

o National Cycle Network (NCN) route 223 goes through Stoke Park. Is there potential 
to link this route with links into the new development? This route was improved 
(better surface) by the National Trust.  

The Sustainable Movement Corridor 

- A consensus that alternative routes for the Sustainable Movement Corridor need to be looked 
at for this site. 

 

FORMER WISLEY AIRFIELD 

The challenges and opportunities  regarding the transport strategy for this site were discussed in the 
context of its relative isolation from surrounding urban areas and the need for development to be 
sustainable in terms of travel patterns and on-site mix of uses. These considerations were discussed 
alongside the site’s relationship with RHS Wisley and surrounding transport infrastructure 
improvements 

A self-sustaining village 

- Guildford Borough Council’s intention is for the site to be a self-sustaining village and to 
establish sustainable travel patterns.  

- Site requirements include a local centre, primary and secondary school as well as some 
employment. There is a need to ensure they are within a reasonable walking distances from 
all homes.  

- There is an opportunity for a rural business hub to provide shared work space, business 
support and encourage a remote working. 

Strategic transport infrastructure improvements 

- Improvements to the M25 Junction 10/A3 Wisley Interchange are planned as part of 
facilitating growth as currently there is congestion. 

- There is an on-going discussion regarding Burnt Common slips. Southbound slips could 
reduce traffic through Ripley and alleviate Ockham junction.  

Bus routes 

- A key part of public transport strategy is to secure buses in perpetuity to key locations 
(including Effingham Junction rail station and Horsley rail station).  

- Timing of the infrastructure is a concern and bus routes must be delivered early on.  

Access  

- The current scheme proposes two access points: The main access from Ockham Junction 
and the secondary access onto Old Lane (with a linear spine road).  

- Some stakeholders were keen to explore a third access point from Oakham Lane and there 
was discussion about the positives and negatives including:.  

o Positives: (i.) The access could assist with phasing and be used while the major 
junctions were being implemented; (ii.) increased permeability to/from Ockham; and 
(ii.) potentially creating more connections with Effingham Junction. 



o Negatives: (i.) May not be needed as planned access points are sufficient; and (ii.) 
there is not an expected flow of people travelling to Ockham (small village with no or 
few services). 

Cycle infrastructure  

- A Surrey cycleway - route A3 -  Cycle route (shared use) goes through Ripley and north to 
Woking. There are potential plans to turn it into a super highway. There are multi-million-
pound improvements available by Highways England to cycle networks, but locations of these 
improvements are vague.  

- Challenges of off-site cycle routes on rural roads were noted.  

Relationship with RHS Wisley  

- Sustainable links to RHS Wisley from the site across the A3 should be sought. There is a 
proposal for a junction improvement which brings the access to RHS Wisley into the site and 
then over the A3 road. This needs more consideration in place-making terms for the site.  

 

Other connections 

- Improved connections to Cobham should be considered. A higher flow of traffic will negatively 
impact rural lanes. 

 

ASH AND TONGHAM 

The area benefits from good existing bus services and existing local schools and services but some 
local roads are under pressure and new/permitted developments are disjointed, fragmented and have 
not contributed sufficient infrastructure to deal with the wider impact of their development.  

The bridge proposal 

- The new rail bridge has £10m from the Housing Infrastructure Fund (HIF) and £2.5m from 
Network Rail. The remainder needs to be from CIL/S106. If all funding materialises, it is 
expected to be built by 2021.  

- The rationale for the alignment of the bridge is that less land is used and its short distance 
encourages people to use it.  

- There was encouragement for a relatively high density form of development around Ash 
station with a small Local Centre. 

- There are questions over whether the bridge proposal can be improved to produce better 
place making. This includes the consideration of the land surrounding the bridge and the 
views from local heritage buildings.  

White Lane junction off the A31  

- Surrey County Council are looking into closing the right turn from A31 at White Lane/A31 
junction. This is to remove it as a rat run and from a road safety point of view, as the road has 
a poor-quality surface and poor visibility. 

Parking  

- Permitted developments must respond to Guildford Borough Council’s minimum parking 
standards. This leads to a certain type of development based around the car.  

- Stakeholders expressed that people perceived the area to be poorly accessible and this 
dictates the typologies of the housing.  



Buses 

- The Kite bus service is every 20 minutes and links Tongham to Guildford Bus station via Ash 
and Normandy.  

Rail 

- The railway line has good connections with both Guildford, Reading and Gatwick Airport (all 
high employment locations). It is vital that new development has a strong connection to the 
station.  

Pedestrian and Cycle route 

- There is a lack of footways on rural lanes in the area and the lack of local centres surrounding 
the sites hinders active travel movement as there is nothing in walking or cycling distance.  

- The disused railway line could become a formal ‘greenway’ (for pedestrians and cyclists) with 
new developments linking to it. This path already has public access.  

- There is an opportunity to link new pedestrian and cycle routes up to the Christmas Pie Trail, 
North Downs Way and the National Cycle Network.  

- Blackwater Valley cycle route could be improved (along the A331). 

 

Air Quality 

- There is a Ministerial Direction to improve air quality along the A331.  

Other 

- There is only a one form of entry proposed expansion to the secondary school. Therefore, the 
effect on traffic congestion is not significant.  

- There are strategic development sites coming forward at Aldershot (e.g consent for an 
Aldershot Urban extension). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX A: DETAILED AGENDA 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Guildford Borough Council (GBC) is currently developing a Strategic Development Framework (SDF) 
to help coordinate and shape development at five proposed housing allocations identified in the 
emerging Guildford Local Plan: Strategy and Sites. The five proposed sites are at: 
  

• Gosden Hill Farm, Merrow Lane, Guildford (Policy A25) 
• Blackwell Farm, Hogs Back Guildford ( Policy A26) 
• Slyfield, Area Regeneration Project, Guildford (Policy A24). 
• Former Wisley Airfield, Ockham (Policy A35) 
• Land to the south and east of Ash and Tongham (Policy A29); Warren Farm (Policy A27); 

Land to the east of White Lane (Policy A28); Land north-east of Spoil Lane (Policy A31) 
 
Appendix A shows a plan of the proposed sites. 
 
David Lock Associates (DLA), in conjunction with Phil Jones Associates (PJA) and Lloyd Bore, have 
been appointed to prepare the Strategic Development Framework. As part of the project, a review of 
constraints, issues and opportunities is being undertaken. The purpose of this workshop is to discuss 
and understand the nature of transport infrastructure and how the existing assets and challenges can 
help shape a strategic framework for each site. More specifically, the key objectives are to:   

  
• Identify locally consented developments and proposed transport and environmental scheme; 
• Understand known constraints and opportunities; 
• Explore any site-specific issues; 
• Explore policy and design standards; 
• Establish what available data sets and models might be available for use within the 

commission; and 
• Discuss local perceptions and opinions to be aware of in relation to transport and 

environmental matters. 
 
Attendees will be expected to explore key questions and themes and be encouraged to participate.  
Representatives of the site promoters will be present but, to be clear, this is not a discussion about 
their proposals.  A feedback summary report will be prepared and distributed to the participants as a 
record of key points and to take forward into the next stage of the masterplanning.  

 
The agenda for the workshops is shown overleaf: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Transport (11th October 2018) 9.30 – 12.30 

Arrival and Refreshments 9.15 

Welcome from Guildford Borough Council 9.30 

Introduction to the workshop, David Lock Associates 9.35 

Group discussions 1: 

• Gosden Hill Farm
• Blackwell Farm
• Slyfield

9.50 

Feedback summary 11.20 

Break 11.35 

Group discussion 2: 

• Wisley Airfield
• Ash and Tongham

11.50 

Feedback summary 1.05 

Conclusions and next steps 1.20 

Close 1.30 

APPENDIX B: INTRODUCTORY SLIDES 
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Guildford Borough Council 
Strategic Sites

Technical Stakeholder Workshop

Transport and Environmental Health

11th October 2018

Purpose of the commission

To prepare Strategic Development Frameworks (SDFs) for five 
strategic-scale sites proposed for allocation in the emerging Local 
Plan 

The SDFs will include spatial plans and key principles to help:

• strategic design and delivery;

• coordinate the vision for future development;

• shape the quality of development;

• coordinate strategic infrastructure delivery;

• plan comprehensively; and

• delivering growth that is sustainable and protects natural, built 
environment and character

GBC to consider taking forward the work as Supplementary 
Planning Document (SPD) to shape planning applications

Work programme

Stage 1: Document review & inception meeting  (Aug/Sep)

Stage 2: Site visits, constraints mapping, development promoter meetings (Sep/Oct 18)

Stage 3: Technical and community representatives workshops (Oct/Nov 18)

Stage 4: Summary reports (Nov 18)

Stage 5: Strategic spatial plans (Nov/Dec 18)

Stage 6 Draft and final reports (Jan 19)
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Gosden Hill, Guildford
Gosden Hill Farm, Guildford (Policy A25)

1,800 dwellings 

Employment

Gypsy and traveller pitches

Local community uses and retail/services

Primary and secondary school

Blackwell Farm, Guildford
Blackwell Farm, Hogs Back Guildford (Policy A26)

1,800 dwellings 

Gypsy and traveller pitches

Employment

Local community  uses and retail/services 

Primary and secondary schools

Policy A26A –separate allocation for access land for 
Fareham Rd

Slyfield, Guildford
Slyfield Area Regeneration Project (Policy 
A24)

1,500 dwellings 

Gypsy and traveller pitches

Community uses

Light industrial uses

New Council depot

New sewage treatment works

Waste management uses

Former Wisley Airfield 
Former Wisley Airfield, Ockham (Policy 
A35)

2,000 dwellings 

Employment uses

Sheltered/extra care 

Gypsy and traveller pitches

Local community uses and 
retail/services

Primary and secondary school
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Ash/Tongham
Land at Ash/Tongham (Policies 
A27-A31)

Policy A28 1,750

Self-build/custom build plots

Purpose of this workshop
• PJA input…………..

Agenda
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Guildford: Strategic Development Framework 
Community Representatives Workshop 1 

Summary note 

16th November 2018 
 
INTRODUCTION  
 
A Community Representatives workshop took place on Friday 16th November regarding potential 
strategic sites with Borough and Parish Councilors. The workshop was facilitated by David Lock 
Associates as part of the appointment to prepare a Strategic Development Framework (SDF) to help 
coordinate and shape development at five proposed housing allocations identified in the emerging 
Guildford Local Plan: Strategy and Sites. The five proposed sites are at: 
 

• Gosden Hill Farm, Merrow Lane, Guildford (Policy A25) 
• Blackwell Farm, Hogs Back Guildford (Policy A26) 
• Slyfield, Area Regeneration Project, Guildford (Policy A24) 
• Former Wisley Airfield, Ockham (Policy A35) 
• Land to the south and east of Ash and Tongham (Policy A29); Warren Farm (Policy A27); 

Land to the east of White Lane (Policy A28); Land north-east of Spoil Lane (Policy A31) 
 
The main purpose of the workshop was to explore, in broad terms, the potential opportunities arising 
from each site and the existing assets and challenges that can help shape a strategic framework for 
each site. More specifically the key objectives are to:  
 

• understand the nature of the infrastructure and facilities required to achieve sustainable 
development;  

• understand site constraints and how a development could respond to these; 
• identify opportunities arising from strategic scale development. 

 
The workshop was split into two sections. The first part was a general discussion of the themes 
above. Following this, attendees were invited to participate through the usage of the software CHLOE 
which allowed for further discussion to materialise. CHLOE is a master-planning tool that enables 
stakeholders to interactively explore and understand the complexities behind the layout of 
development proposals by enabling participants to place housing, open space and key infrastructure 
across a given area taking account of known constraints. 
 
Appendix A contains the detailed agenda, including information about the background to the 
project. Appendix B contains copies of introductory slides. Twenty-one members attended the 
workshop and Appendix C contains an attendance list.  
 
This summary note presents a synthesis of the key issues, opportunities and other points raised at 
the workshop. The outcome of the Local Plan examination is not yet known and, as such, none of 
the sites considered have yet been formally agreed by Guildford Borough Council (GBC). 
Participation in the workshop does not in any way imply an acceptance of the sites or prejudice 
any objections participants wish to make to their development.  
 
This note does also not represent the formal view of GBC or the consultant team but is prepared 
as feedback and for consideration in the preparation of the Strategic Development Framework. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



General comments on the Strategic Development Framework and workshop process 
 

• Concerns were expressed about undertaking this work in parallel with the developers 
working up their own plans (could be viewed as inefficient and uncollaborative).  
 

• Timing of the consultation now was queried, given DLA has been working on the site since 
August. 

 
• There is a danger of repetition on Wisley, given that there has been various rounds of 

consultation on previous processes. 
 

• This same exercise was viewed as valuable to other sites across the Borough of Guildford: 
North Street, Garlics Arch, parking around the hospital and the city centre. DLA clarified 
that these five sites were commissioned to them by the council and it isn’t within the 
consultants’ scope to look at these other sites.  

 
• The use of the CHLOE software was viewed by some as inappropriate and it should not be 

used as evidence for someone’s support for development. DLA clarified that this was a tool 
to generate useful discussion on how the sites could be best developed and it was in no 
way indicative of any participant’s agreement that the sites should be developed. 
Furthermore, it was recognised that not all the sites may progress in the Local Plan. The 
Local Plan Inspector’s decision and Council’s subsequent consideration of the Inspector’s 
recommendations is awaited. 
 

 
Gosden Hill Farm 
 
On traffic and transport several road improvements were considered, as follows: 

 
o Improvements are needed to Merrow Lane and Park Lane road to improve access 

south.  
 

o Existing heavy congestion in Burpham during peak periods needs to be considered 
and addressed. 
 

• Concerns and ideas for sustainability in transport was considered and it was agreed that 
the Sustainable Movement Corridor needs careful consideration with regards to: 
 

o Potential congestion caused by the Park and Ride if the new site access is not an 
all-movements junction. 
 

o Timing of the new Rail Station (i.e. suggested it is needed early on to promote 
sustainable development). 
 

o Need for a pedestrian/cycle route over A3. 
 

o No vehicular access should be planned to West Clandon through the site. Instead 
maintaining pedestrian access to the SANG, local shops and schools is preferable. 

 
o A pedestrian link between the proposed Park and Ride and proposed Rail Station is 

required. Furthermore, employment development should be located close to these 
transport hubs. 

 
o Dedicated bus lanes would reduce road capacity. 

 
Several issues regarding social infrastructure were discussed: 
 

• The timing of infrastructure in tandem with development is considered essential, including 
the early delivery of affordable housing; a health centre; and schools. Local schools and 
doctors’ surgery are already perceived to be over-subscribed. 

 
• Potential suggestion of locating the secondary school near the Rail Station, to allow pupils 

to travel to school by train. 



 
• A primary school should be located more centrally within the development, increasing its 

accessibility. 
 

• School playing fields outside of the red line boundary should be avoided. 
 

• Questions of whether there was capacity of the local sewerage network to accommodate 
further development were asked. 
 

Landscape and open space was also discussed: 
 

• Separation required between suburban Guildford and West Clandon to avoid coalescence – 
existing ancient woodland could be extended northwards to provide a buffer, as SANG 
land. 
 

• Use of landscaping to create an attractive corridor along the edge of the A3, to include 
SuDS on lower land. 

 
• It was seen that a tree and air quality buffer along the A3 was appropriate.   

 
The character of the new development was discussed, and key opportunities of design were 
raised: 
 

• Residential development should be separated into three individual villages, each 
supporting a reasonably high density. 
 

• The CHLOE exercise revealed that rather than a spread of houses, a series of villages could 
be more appropriate, and this would help soften development. A spread of houses would 
provide a similar character to Burpham which was not favoured.  

 
• Consideration that the existing buildings on-site should be re-purposed for new land uses 

and integrated as part of the development. They could be appropriate for new community 
and employment uses. This is considered important in developing the character of the site.  
 

• Houses shouldn’t be provided near the A3; however, employment was considered to be a 
suitable land use. 
 

• The retention of green views within and around the site was seen as important.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ideas discussed in the Gosden Hill Farm workshop in a conceptual format 
 

The CHLOE exercise was achieved for this site and uncovered several ambitions for the site. 



• The desire for relatively higher density to the south of the site, along with a mixed use 
Local Centre where a proposed train station is located. 
 

• Employment space spread across the site in two locations – one neighbouring the 
community of Burpham and another to the north-east of the site, adjacent to the A3. 

 
• The Primary and Secondary School were located to the eastern edges of the site.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A participant’s ideas about the configuration of land uses across Gosden Hill Farm 
 

• The need to respond to the levels on site were seen as important. This participant 
uncovered the keenness to leave the nook (high point) as open space. This nook could be 
a gateway to the site. 
 

• Employment space was put to the south of the site, adjacent to the existing industrial 
space. 

 
• The Local Centre was put on the eastern side of the site surrounded by high density 

residential.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
A participant’s ideas about the configuration of land uses across Gosden Hill Farm 



Blackwell Farm 
 
On transport, concerns were expressed regarding the: 
 

• Practicality of a controlled access into Surrey Research Park; 
 
• Impact on parking near the new station (given rejection of controlled parking zones); 

 
• Space for buses within Surrey Research Park estate roads; 

 
• Effectiveness of the existing Park & Ride site due to circuitous route; 

 
• Impact of access from the A31 including forcing traffic off Farnham Rd onto Down Lane 

towards Compton which is an Air Quality Management Area (AQMA). 
 
On water, concerns were expressed regarding the: 
 

• Need to fully consider surface water implications especially the potential impacts off site 
(e.g. Whitmoor Common); 
 

• The clay soils are a challenge for surface water implications due to the impermeable nature 
of them; 
 

• Foul water capacity is uncertain at best. It was suggested that new capacity/infrastructure 
is required upfront. 

 
Other: 
 

• High speed wi-fi and additional electrical infrastructure capacity is also required; 
 
• If there is a new secondary school, it is better located to the north as this would be easier 

for pupils coming from outside the site; 
 

• Infrastructure should be provided up front. However, there could be a viability challenge if 
this was done; 
 

• It was considered important that the development on Blackwell Farm was connected with 
the rest of the town and wasn’t an isolated site.  

 
No CHLOE exercise was undertaken for Blackwell Farm 
 
Slyfield  
 
The biggest issue discussed was connectivity and movement which was seen as paramount to the 
workings of this development.  
 

• There was concern that the current entrance (to the SW of the site) is too narrow and 
close to peoples’ gardens. Therefore, there is a need to create further links into the site to 
ensure that it doesn’t become an isolated community. Several options were considered: 
 

o The space created from the relocation of the allotments could produce space for an 
additional route into and out of the site.  
 

o There is an opportunity to widen the small residential streets to the west of the 
site adding further permeability. Yet analysis work would need to be done to 
ensure the viability of this option.   

 
A cycle and pedestrian strategy was viewed as key, as currently the lack of infrastructure which 
navigates cyclists and pedestrians across the river and the A3 is a problem. Several factors were 
discussed: 
 



• The need to improve the width, quality and lighting of the towpath running along the River 
Wey. It was viewed that this route cannot be a ‘country’ walk and instead needs to be a 
‘proper’ walk, which can be used for daily trips. 
 

• However, the National Trust has a concern of the loss of character which would result from 
the improvement of the canal towpath. 

 
• There is a boardwalk over the marshes to the south of the site. 

 
• Noise from the A3 affects the pedestrian experience along the River Wey route and the 

marshland to the south. It would be good if there were better noise barriers implemented 
as part of the scheme.  

 
On a further note, the cost of the relocation of the sewage works was not seen as a major concern 
as the money is there.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ideas discussed in the Slyfield workshop in a conceptual format 
 
Due to this allocation being on a brownfield site and the most centrally located site, it was 
accepted that high density development was appropriate. However, several suggestions of design 
were raised within the CHLOE exercises. Two members participated and offered a similar 
configuration of uses:  
 

• A riverside park in-between the river and the proposed homes would be beneficial.  
 

• The idea of buildings at a height of 6-8 storeys was not objected to, as long as they were 
designed well.  

 
• The need to separate residential and industrial uses was seen as fundamental to ensure 

that industrial traffic didn’t come through the residential streets. There were suggestions of 
implementing a controlled access or one-way system between the two area uses.   



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
A participant’s ideas about the configuration of land uses across Slyfield 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A participant’s ideas about the configuration of land uses across Slyfield 
 
Wisley 
 

• Wisley’s Garden Village bid was raised and viewed by some as a fundamental change in 
direction from the original brownfield re-development. This raised the question over 
whether this commission would be approached differently because of the Garden 
Settlement bid.   

 
Concerns on connectivity and access were raised as follows: 
 

• It was considered Junction 10 works needed to be completed prior to the occupation of 
new housing.  

 



• Surrounding local roads have constrained access (narrow with no footpath and no 
lighting). Upgrades on roads surrounding the boundary are needed to improve 
connectivity.  

 
• Improvements to the railway stations of Horsley and Effingham Junction will be needed as 

the line is at capacity. 
 

• Practicalities of the bus services was seen as a concern. The bus service to Woking station 
and Guildford was considered essential. 

 
• Traffic is a major concern – A247 to Clandon – there is a need to focus on road 

improvements  
 

• Cycling surrounding the site is difficult and dangerous. Better cycling and pedestrian links 
are need within and surrounding the site allocation.  

 
There was concerns of sustainability expressed as the site is free standing. Design ideas were 
suggested to contribute to a self-sustaining place: 
 

• Provision of homeworking – this would be helped by a good broadband infrastructure. 
 

• There has been a historic settlement pattern with 7 hamlets of 170 homes. This should be 
reflected in the design of the masterplan. 
 

• The number of housing needs to be proportional to what is there currently and the setting. 
It was viewed that the allocation puts too much housing on the site. 
 

• Building heights are a concern and 5 storeys would be seen to have a catastrophic impact. 
 
Environmental factors of the site were considered, and the following views expressed: 

 
• The SNCI was expanded in 2007. Since, it has been reduced and it has been viewed that 

housing is not a good enough reason to justify this reduction.  
 

• It was viewed that the 4 PRoW should be protected and upgraded with green corridors. 
 

• Bringing the site out of the Green Belt is still seen as a major concern but this is a matter 
for the Local Plan Inspector.   
 

Other views expressed included: 
 

• Concern about where children will go to secondary school (if no on-site school is 
delivered). 

 
• The Civil Aviation Authority states that it will not remove the beacon which sits in the 

eastern part of the site. 
 

• There is a noise concern from the A3 which may affect the quality of life of the new 
community. 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ideas discussed in the Wisley workshop in a conceptual format 
 

 
Ash and Tongham 
 
No members were present at the workshop and no specific workshop discussions took place on the 
sites.  
 
 
Other general comments (applicable to several or all sites) 
 

• It was common in Guildford to locate secondary schools near train stations. The 
continuation of this idea was welcomed in the light of these five strategic sites. 

 
• The sharing of primary and secondary school facilities was considered appropriate.  

 
• All the sites should be built with electric car charging points.  

 
• All the sites should have cycle and pedestrian ways which are separated from vehicular 

traffic.  
 

• There is a need for housing in Guildford which is genuinely affordable.  
 

• A cumulative thinking was needed about all the sites combined and their impact on 
transport within Guildford. 
 

• The A320 requires south facing slips to allow exiting of commercial vehicles to the south 
and north without entering the Guildford road network. 
 

• Slip roads on to the A3 are critical to the delivery of the strategic sites. There was 
concerns that the lack of traffic modelling in relation to the strategic sites will lead to traffic 
in West Clandon, Send and Burpham. 
 

• It was considered that higher densities could be applied to some strategic site to be able to 
save other strategic site from development. It was felt inner city sites could bear high 
densities. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



APPENDIX A: DETAILED AGENDA 
 
INTRODUCTION  
 
Guildford Borough Council (GBC) is currently developing a Strategic Development Framework (SDF) 
to help coordinate and shape development at five proposed housing allocations identified in the 
emerging Guildford Local Plan: Strategy and Sites. The five proposed sites are at: 
  

• Gosden Hill Farm, Merrow Lane, Guildford (Policy A25) 
• Blackwell Farm, Hogs Back Guildford (Policy A26) 
• Slyfield, Area Regeneration Project, Guildford (Policy A24) 
• Former Wisley Airfield, Ockham (Policy A35) 
• Land to the south and east of Ash and Tongham (Policy A29); Warren Farm (Policy A27); 

Land to the east of White Lane (Policy A28); Land north-east of Spoil Lane (Policy A31) 
 
David Lock Associates (DLA), in conjunction with Phil Jones Associates (PJA) and Lloyd Bore, have 
been appointed to prepare the Strategic Development Framework. As part of the project, a review 
of constraints, issues and opportunities is being undertaken. The purpose of this workshop is to 
discuss how the existing assets and challenges can help shape a strategic framework for each site. 
More specifically the key objectives are to:  
 

• understand the nature of the infrastructure and facilities required to achieve sustainable 
development;  

• understand site constraints and how a development could respond to these; 
• identify opportunities arising from strategic scale development. 

 
Attendees will be invited to explore key questions and themes and be encouraged to participate 
through the usage of the software CHLOE. CHLOE is a masterplanning tool that enables stakeholders 
to interactively explore and understand the complexities behind the layout of development proposals 
by enabling participants to place housing, open space and key infrastructure across a given area 
taking account of known constraints. 
 
A feedback summary report will be prepared and distributed to the participants as a record of key 
points and to take forward into the next stage of the masterplanning.  
 

Members Workshops (16th November 2018) 15.00 – 19.00  

Arrival and Refreshments   14.45  

Welcome from Guildford Borough Council  15.00  

Introduction to the workshop from David Lock Associates 15.05  

Group discussions: constraints and opportunities for the sites (to be discussed 
at site specific tables) 
 

• Gosden Hill Farm 
• Blackwell Farm 
• Slyfield 
• Wisley Airfield 
• Ash and Tongham 

15.25 

Feedback summary and discussion 16.05 

Break 16.40 

Introduction to the CHLOE software 16.55 

Group discussion: exploring each of the site’s opportunities through the usage 
of CHLOE (to be discussed at site specific tables) 
  

• Gosden Hill Farm 

17.10 



• Blackwell Farm 
• Slyfield 
• Wisley Airfield 
• Ash and Tongham 

Feedback summary and discussion 18.00 

Conclusions and next steps 18.45 

Close  19.00  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
APPENDIX B: INTRODUCTORY SLIDES 
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Guildford Borough Council 
Strategic Sites

Achieving high quality growth through masterplanning
and design

Achieving high quality growth 

If strategic growth is 
necessary, how do we ensure 
the best possible outcome?

- Infrastructure delivery
- Placemaking
- Integration
- Sustainability

Why should Councils take a position on design matters? Purpose of the commission – an opportunity 
to plan comprehensively

To prepare Strategic Development Frameworks (SDFs) for five strategic-scale sites proposed 

for allocation in the emerging Local Plan 

The SDFs will include spatial plans and key principles to help:
• Establish design direction and appropriate development form;
• Generate the vision for future development;
• Shape the quality of development;
• Coordinate strategic infrastructure delivery; and
• Deliver growth that is sustainable and protects natural, built environment and character

GBC to consider taking forward the work as Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) to 

shape planning applications
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Work programme

Stage 1: Document review & inception meeting  (Aug/Sep)

Stage 2: Site visits, constraints mapping, development promoter meetings (Sep/Oct 18)

Stage 3: Technical and community representatives workshops (Oct/Nov 18)

Stage 4: Summary reports (Nov 18)

Stage 5: Strategic spatial plans (Nov/Dec 18)

Stage 6 Draft and final reports (Jan 19)

Gosden Hill
Policy A25
1,800 dwellings 

Employment

Gypsy and traveller pitches

Local community uses and retail/services

Primary and secondary school

Blackwell Farm
Policy A26
1,800 dwellings 
Gypsy and traveller pitches
Employment
Local community  uses and retail/services 
Primary and secondary schools

Policy A26A –separate allocation for access land for Fareham Rd
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Slyfield

Policy A24
1,500 dwellings 

Gypsy and traveller pitches

Community uses

Light industrial uses
New Council depot

New sewage treatment works

Waste management uses

Former Wisley Airfield 
Policy A35
2,000 dwellings 

Employment uses

Sheltered/extra care 

Gypsy and traveller pitches

Local community uses and retail/services

Primary and secondary school

Ash & Tongham

Policies A27-A31
Policy A28 1,750

Self-build/custom build plots

Housing Infrastructure Funding secured 

for new rail bridge

Purpose of this Workshop
Explore the issues and the opportunities of growth at each site with local community 

representatives

To begin to establish a design quality standard

Key discussion points:

1. What are the key issues and constraints in the area and on the site

2. How could the site be best developed? Hands-on msterplanning
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Group Discussion 1

Understanding the site issues and opportunities
Separate group discussions to focus on local knowledge of the area and the site. It is an 

opportunity to map environmental and technical constraints and assets and highlight any 

other local issues which need to be considered in the event that growth occurs.

Group Exercise 2

Exploring the potential

Separate group exercise to understand the development potential, and on-site 

infrastructure required using the digital masterplanning tool CHLOE

CHLOE enables stakeholders to interactively explore and 
understand the complexities behind the layout of major 
development proposals

A strong local jobs offer, with a variety of 
employment opportunities
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Generous green spaces linked to the wider natural 
environment, well connected and rich in biodiversity

Opportunities for residents to grow their own 
food

Mixed tenure homes and housing types that are 
affordable to ordinary people

• Who will live here? 
• What type of 

housing might they 
need?

• What can they 
afford?

Beautifully and imaginatively designed homes
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Developing community and governance

• Vision
• Leadership
• Community engagement
• Long-term stewardship of 

assets

Integrated and accessible low-carbon transport 
systems, linking places with rapid transport

Land Value Capture for the benefit of the 
community

Strong Vision, leadership and community engagement
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Guildford: Strategic Development Framework 
Community Representatives Workshop 2 

Summary note 

11th December 2018 
 
INTRODUCTION  
 
A workshop took place on Friday 11th December regarding potential strategic sites in Guildford with 
local community representatives, including Residents’ Associations and members of other groups 
and societies (e.g. The Guildford Society). The workshop was facilitated by David Lock Associates 
as part of the appointment to prepare a Strategic Development Framework (SDF) to help coordinate 
and shape development at five proposed housing allocations identified in the emerging Guildford 
Local Plan: Strategy and Sites. The five proposed sites are at: 
 

• Gosden Hill Farm, Merrow Lane, Guildford (Policy A25) 
• Blackwell Farm, Hogs Back Guildford (Policy A26) 
• Slyfield, Area Regeneration Project, Guildford (Policy A24) 
• Former Wisley Airfield, Ockham (Policy A35) 
• Land to the south and east of Ash and Tongham (Policy A29); Warren Farm (Policy A27); 

Land to the east of White Lane (Policy A28); Land north-east of Spoil Lane (Policy A31) 
 
The main purpose of the workshop was to explore, in broad terms, the potential opportunities arising 
from each site and the existing assets and challenges that can help shape a strategic framework for 
each site. More specifically the key objectives are to:  
 

• understand the nature of the infrastructure and facilities required to achieve sustainable 
development;  

• understand site constraints and how a development could respond to these; 
• identify opportunities arising from strategic scale development and how high-quality places 

could be achieved. 
 
The workshop was split into two sections. The first part consisted of group discussions around 
constraints and opportunities for the sites. Following this, stakeholders discussed key design 
principles which would create high quality places at the five sites.  
 
Appendix A contains the detailed agenda, including information about the background to the 
project. Thirty-two members attended the workshop and Appendix B contains an attendance 
list.  
 
This summary note presents a synthesis of the key issues, opportunities and other points raised at 
the workshop. The outcome of the Local Plan examination is not yet known and, as such, none of 
the sites considered have yet been formally agreed by Guildford Borough Council (GBC). 
Participation in the workshop does not in any way imply an acceptance of the sites or prejudice 
any objections participants wish to make to their development.  
 
This note does also not represent the formal view of GBC or the consultant team but is prepared 
as feedback and for consideration in the preparation of the Strategic Development Framework. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
General comments on the Strategic Development Framework and workshop process 
 

• Some participants remarked that the same exercise should be applied to other sites across 
the Borough of Guildford, especially those that were brownfield. DLA clarified that these 
five sites only form part of their commission from the Borough Council. GBC clarified that 
none of the brownfield sites can come forward early enough within the plan period and so 
the five strategic sites are crucial in achieving housing numbers for the borough. 
 

• There was concerns about how useful this workshop would be and would the comments be 
considered within the master-planning process. This concern stems from the feeling that in 
the past their views have been overlooked.  
 

• There was criticism that the five sites are being looked at in isolation. It was clarified that 
within the scope of our work we are considering the interdependencies between the five 
sites.  
 

• Regard should be given to the foul drainage capacity of all five sites and how they will be 
served by existing and future treatment works. It was viewed that the re-location of the 
sewage plant at Slyfield was needed before any housing on any of the five sites were built.  

 
• Electric Charging points are viewed as favourable in all new development.  

 
Gosden Hill Farm 
 
Part 1: Issues and suggestions 
 
The following opportunities and constraints were discussed. 
 
Vehicular movement  

• There was consensus that north-south connectivity was needed within the site, but 
disagreement about the means/type of connectivity.  

• Air pollution must be improved as part of the development.  
 
Public transport infrastructure 

• There are concerns this could be an isolated site and therefore connecting it up by foot, 
cycle and bus infrastructure is seen as essential. Members saw it as an aspiration for 
people to cycle to Clandon Station. 

• The proposed railway station at the site was seen as essential in connecting this new 
community with the rest of Guildford.  

• The Sustainable Movement Corridor (SMC) runs through the site and would benefit from 
dedicated bus lanes and a central bus interchange on site. Furthermore, park and ride 
services which could stop at this interchange need to run until midnight to ensure their 
efficiency.  

• Additional bus connections need to go to the hospital and Ladyfield. 
 
Deliverability 

• In terms of delivery, the sequence and triggers need careful considerations. It was seen as 
vital that the first phase included the implementation of the access from Merrow Lane 
Farm entrance.  
 

Local Identity 
• It was essential that the green edges, approaches and views of the site are maintained. 

This supported the strengthening of the green corridor along the A3, which could also be 
used for water attenuation.  

• Concerns were expressed about the quality of housing which would be produced from 
Martin Grant Homes – an SPD which is produced by GBC must be enforceable.  

 
Green Infrastructure 

• The ancient woodland on and surrounding the site must be protected including Bluebell 
Wood. 

• Development must be set within the context of the surroundings. 
 



Part 2: Design quality principles 
 
Key themes and points considered included the following: 
 
Green Infrastructure 

• A wooded green corridor along the A3 would maintain the character of Guildford’s 
approach. 

• A strategic planting strategy should manage the views of development from the A3. 
• Locating the park and ride and secondary school in the green corridor was favourable. 

 
Housing 

• Housing design preferences favoured variety and harmony, referencing Poundbury as an 
example they liked. Furthermore, Freiberg was seen as an example of good placemaking 
and sustainable development.  

• Higher density was encouraged to the south of the site. However, design was seen as 
more important than housing numbers. 

• A diverse housing mix was seen as favourable, ranging from apartments to large family 
households. There was particularly a demand for good quality housing for affluent elderly 
downsizers 

• Good quality outdoor space should be provided in different forms  
 
Access 

• High quality walking and cycling routes are needed to and from the proposed secondary 
school. 

• Walking and cycling routes from Burpham to Gosden are essential so residents can share 
facilities. 

• It was seen that the access would need a 4-way junction on-site 
 

Parking 
• Parking standards stated in the Burpham Neighbourhood Plan should be followed. 
• It was considered important to futureproof development, by building garages which could 

be converted into living space in the future, when cars may be less prevalent.  
• Car share clubs were encouraged. 

 
A Local Centre 

• A village centre for the community was seen as vital. Members expressed they would like 
uses of: GPs surgery, shops, a pub, convenience store and a village green. 

 
Blackwell Farm  
 
Part 1: Issues and suggestions 
 
A general point was made that the allocation of the site was not supported because of its rural 
nature, views from the AONB and the importance of a green approach of Guildford. The 
importance of fully exploring town centre facilities was also raised.   
 
Nevertheless, a number of general and site-specific comments were raised to assist with the 
process, as follows: 
 
Drainage 

• The changing geology and soils from chalk in the south to clay in the north, combined with 
the topography needs to be taken into account in surface drainage schemes. There is an 
existing flooding problem downstream (in Fairlands) and surface water also gathers near 
to the rail line.  

• The site is also within a known area of water stress.  

Transport 
• Solving the access issues was considered critical. 

• Access from Farnham Rd is challenging with respect to topography and the impact a large 
junction, with lighting, will have on the AONB and AGLV.  



• The need for secondary access through to the Research Park was recognised but there was 
concerns about existing traffic on Beachcroft Road. The key thing is to design for public 
transport not private vehicles.  

• There is scope for densification in the Research Park given its current parking 
arrangements.  

• Suggestions were also made regarding a new access arrangement from A31 to the 
Research Park to connect with Beachcroft Rd. The Park and Ride at the Research park was 
considered problematic for a variety of reasons including: use of the car park by Research 
Park employees; cost of service; convoluted route from main roads; lack of clear signage 
and location in terms of not intercepting traffic soon enough.  

• The Sustainable Movement Corridor was considered important and could be designed into 
the site but there was concerns about how it can operate off site within existing highways.  

• Rail station will be particularly important for employees at the hospital and Research Park. 

• The A3 is considered a general problem because of a lack of all ways junctions and this 
needs strategic consideration. 

• Regarding cycling, achieving direct as possible connections to the east should be sought. 
This may involve a greenway through the woodland. Off site, there are through routes that 
should be connected to if possible: one through the Research park and on the existing 
cycle network to Guildford; south of the A3 (via footbridge) through Onslow village; and 
south of the A31 to connect into the ‘trackway’. 

Landscape and views 
• Measures should be taken to limit or soften impact of long views form the AONB. This 

could include use of planting, breaking up development and green roofs. In addition, 
evidence was put forward at the Local Plan examination regarding limiting built 
development to the north of the 90m contour. The example of the University student 
accommodation was cited as a good example of how it had been set within the topography 
lower than the 90m contour. 

• Higher density development may be more suited to the north rather than the south of the 
site, although this was not agreed by all. This could also relate to the mix with 
employment to the north.  

• The ancient woodland to the east requires care in terms of adjoining development and a 
management strategy.  

Other 
• Park Barn and Westborough areas experience some social and economic challenges which 

should be considered both in terms of the housing mix and any proposal to relocate the 
secondary school. 

Part 2: Design quality principles 
 
Key themes and points considered included the following: 
 

• Neighbourhoods – integration and permeability was seen as important (concept of filter 
permeability should also be explored in relation to encouraging cycle use). 

• Variety - avoid homogeneous house types, tenure mix and sizes. It was suggested the 
generic architecture  of the new developments in Woking should be avoided.  

• Range of densities - possibly higher in north and reducing at edges. 

• Scope for a perimeter green route for recreation and managing the edge. 

• Green space – a good size of private gardens or good quality green spaces nearer higher 
density homes is needed. 

• Greenways and green corridors through the site (East-West). 



• Attention to materials, use of trees and creative use of water in the site. 

• Attention to ‘roofscapes’ and softening views. 

• Off-site parking solutions should be sought. 

• Scope for car free areas could be considered. 

• A local centre should be located at the north of the site – nearer to higher density housing, 
mixed use and employment. 

 

Wisley Airfield  
 
Part 1: Issues and suggestions 
 
Several opportunities and constraints were discussed. 
 

• There was concerns of the impact of new development on this site and on other sites (such 
as Garlick’s Arch) on the small settlement of Ripley. All strategic and smaller sites up for 
development in the wider area should be considered for their impact on infrastructure and 
existing developments.  

 
Housing 

• It was seen that a self-contained housing development with an urban character was not 
appropriate within the rural context. Therefore, heights should be kept to maximum 3 
storeys and housing numbers need to be minimised.  

• Building housing on the western end of the site was seen as more appropriate.  
• The timing of this site coming forward is questionable due to the uncertainty and changing 

housing demands caused by Brexit. 
• The value of these homes was seen as unobtainable. 

 
Vehicular movement 

• As the site is isolated from surrounding uses, this development was seen as under threat 
from being overly reliant on the car as a mode of transportation. 

• There was concerns over the capacity of the existing roundabout which is proposed to be 
the access.  

• It was stated that the Highways England views this A3 stretch as the worst performing 
road in the country.  

• Ockham Lane is a two-way road but is very narrow. Suggestions that development on site 
should be linked to the lane and the lane itself should be widened.  

 
Pedestrian and cycle movement 

• The current cycle infrastructure is very poor and broken and local people tend not to use 
their bike.  

• Dedicated cycle lanes are needed throughout and surrounding the site. They need to be 
wide enough and lit, and to be delivered at the start of the development.  

• The settlement of Ripley is in walking and cycling distance away – key pedestrian and 
cycling infrastructure is needed to encourage these journeys by sustainable modes.  

 
Public transport 

• This new community may attract the London commuter population which is a concern as 
this may overburden car parks at surrounding train stations. 

• There are issues with rail line capacity for peak hour trains. A major pinch point is Clapham 
Junction. 

• There is concerns about the bus provision in perpetuity.  
• Co-working facilities through the development were seen as favourable 

 
Schools and other social services  

• Stakeholders sought to re-open the recently closed Ripley Primary School. 
• It was viewed that the location of the school within the site was key in creating a local 

centre for the community.  



• It was questioned if primary and secondary schools should be separated to promote cross-
movement communities? 

• The nearby scout group has been running for over 110 years. The recently closed school 
has reduced numbers.  

 
Green Infrastructure 

• There is concerns over the capacity of the SANG to cater for all new residents 
 
Part 2: Design quality principles 
Precedents liked included the nearby Brooklands development which was considered to respond to 
the heritage of the race track and; West Horsley community garden which has an old walled 
garden. Other key principles suggested included: 

 
• Seeking a playable and safe environment. 

 
• A mixed community with young and elderly living within the community. The housing for 

elderly people should be close to the local centre to allow for ease of access to amenities. 
 

• Uniformity in housing design should be avoided. A modern design with materials such as 
clay tiles and brick detailing were seen favourably – not pastiche.   

 
• A central community space with a community centre, school, retail and other uses would 

provide a hub for the community. However, some feared that this would compete with the 
amenities of Ripley. 

 
• Highest density would be around the centre of the community and densities would fall 

away to the edge of the boundary.  
 

• Multi-functional facilities were favourable – e.g. a school being used by the wider 
community, and a village hall which could be used for religious services.  

 
• Two storeys are appropriate around the eastern end of the development, as this would 

protect the character of Martyr’s Green.  
 

• The infrastructure needs to be integrated into the existing community.  
 

• The design statement should comply with Lovelace Ward Neighbourhood Plan.  
 

• Sustainable technology should be integrated into the development.  
 

• The runway should be heritage referenced, potentially as a cycle or pedestrian route.  
 

• Community gardens should be integrated into apartment developments.  
 

 
Slyfield 
 
Part 1 (issues and suggestions) and Part 2 (design quality principles) 
 

• Infrastructure: The site is central to being able to develop other sites, particularly Gosden, 
and possibly Wisley, because it delivers the required increased capacity for foul drainage 
once the sewage treatment works is rebuilt with extra capacity. 
 

• Existing traffic problems associated with the employment area and traffic movements to 
the north of the town focus on 1 or 2 particularly congested junctions. These will need 
improvement to deal not only with the increased residential traffic but also increased traffic 
to the employment area. 
 

• Potential cycle connections to the town centre, railway station, university and science park 
exist but will need improvement. e.g. by the river which can be attractive.  
 



• A new and direct connection to the A30 is necessary to deal with increased vehicular 
traffic. A suggested link is to Clay Lane in the north, but it is recognised that crossing the 
flood plain to achieve this is a problem. 
 

• Local issues to check are: 
 

o the local EA flooding proposal for a 2m high wall by the river Wey 
o the recent arrival of new gypsy sites in the area.  
o the access to the north to Park Barn and Woking stations which provide a good 

local option for rail travel to London. 
 

• The requirement for high numbers of residential units to make the redevelopment of this 
site, (and in particular the removal and improvement of the sewage treatment works) 
feasible generates unique opportunities and challenges. The table thought about 
embracing the idea of high density, but with mixed use, low energy and attractive modern 
living to deliver the returns to pay for the required infrastructure and create a high-quality 
environment. We should avoid the temptation for mediocre development which did not 
deliver local character, quality, or sufficient return. 
 

• Priorities include: 
 

o suitable retail and employment facilities integrated within the residential area. 
o improved footpaths and cycle way connections to all central area facilities and rail 

station.  
o new vehicle links to the A3, and no direct vehicle links between the residential and 

employment areas which would create a ‘rat run’ for HGV’s. 
 

• Maintain the natural riverside environment as a linear park area, with pedestrian and cycle 
paths and new planting. Integrate this with the local footpath network for the benefit of 
the local residents already in the neighbouring area. 
 

• Consider the layout landscape and style of the community when viewed from local hills in 
the context of the whole of northern Guildford. Likewise control external lighting for the 
same reason and to encourage local wildlife. 
 

• It was accepted by some that building heights beside the river park could go up to 6/7 
storeys, although some were worried by that height. It was suggested that the key is to 
commission the right architects and to commission a team of good designers so that 
variety and character are encouraged. 
 

• If the sewage treatment works are to be rebuilt then they should incorporate the standards 
and technology to provide for waste heat, or gas collection which could be harvested for 
bus services or taxis as fuel or to local buildings as heat. Whatever the appropriate 
technology, we should ensure the new and improved treatment works contributes to 
delivering a lower energy and sustainable scheme. 
 

• In short, we need to think of this as an opportunity to create a new Quarter of Guildford 
with all the facilities that go with that, including improvements to the existing school 
allotments and provision of a communal building. 

 
 
Ash and Tongham 
 
Part 1: Issues and suggestions 
 
Several opportunities and constraints were discussed. 
 



Flooding 
• Surface water flooding was seen as a major issue throughout the area and the current 

system which consists of poorly maintained ditches needs to be improved. This calls for a 
strategic drainage system which is integrated into the new development.  
 

• The dis-used railway line which is a key leisure route often floods.  
 
Setting of the Listed Buildings  

• Participants encouraged the protection of Ash Manor which has recently been upgraded 
from Grade II to Grade II*.  
 

• Suggestions of a green, landscaped buffer surrounding the manor and its drive. 
 

• It was seen as important that the green space adjacent to Ash Green is maintained as a 
landscaped space. This is particularly important as there are a number of surrounding 
historic and heritage homes (not listed but locally treasured). 

 
Vehicular connectivity and movement 

• There were major concerns about the road capacity of the area as currently surrounding 
the site are country lanes which lack vehicular, bicycle or pedestrian capacity.  
 

• There was a concern about the traffic on the A323 and how the additional homes would 
impact this.  

 
• Connectivity and movement concerning the proposed bridge was discussed. There were 

major concerns about rat-running from the proposed bridge to the A331 through quieter 
residential streets. It was advised that junctions off the bridge need to encourage people 
to stay on more major roads.  

 
• There was a concern that the existing roundabout that the proposed bridge is planned to 

connect to is not sufficient, and that vehicles entering from the B3411 will not be able to 
easily manoeuvre around. There is the need for traffic lights.  

 
Pedestrian and cycle movement 

• It was suggested that improved pedestrian access was needed through and around the 
bridge. 

 
• With housing development planned within the allocation, there was a concern that walking 

distances to bus stops would be too far. This sparked discussion about the need for proper 
footpaths which create better pedestrian permeability.  

 
• The Christmas Pie Trail would benefit from improvements regarding cycle connectivity. As 

this trail links Farnham and Guildford and is a key cycle and pedestrian link.  
 

• The disused railway is a key leisure route of the area and should be protected and 
enhanced. However, this link was viewed key for recreation and not necessarily navigation.  

 
Identity and Community  

• It was considered disappointing that the site allocation within the emerging Local Plan had 
not included uses other than housing. It was viewed that the area employment and 
community facilities.  

 
• The original centre of Ash was considered the area around the Holy Angels Church. It was 

favoured that a mixed-use area on the site, adjacent to the railway station would be useful 
in contributing to a sense of community and amenities within this existing centre.  

 
• The lack of doctors/GP surgeries within the area was seen as a key social issue. Beaulieu 

homes has allocated a piece of land for a doctor’s surgery in a consented scheme, but it 
was seen as unviable as the road and car parking infrastructure is not there to hold the 
capacity. 

 
Green space 



• It was strongly viewed that the green space between Hog’s Back and Poyle Road should be 
maintained and development should be avoided. However, SANG allocation for the 
proposed developments was considered an appropriate usage of space. 
 

Part 2: Design quality principles 
 
Key themes and points considered included the following: 
 

• Affordable homes for the elderly are needed. This includes homes that would allow elderly 
people to downsize within an affordable price range. Both 2 or 3 bed bungalows and 
assisted living flatted developments were seen as appropriate.  
 

• The need for new roads which have the capacity for two cars to pass. This is essential for 
amenity and emergency services. By building roads to a high standard, this will ensure 
GBC can adopt them.  

 
• Currently there are many problems with the permeable road service of many roads in 

Guildford, as the degradation of the road happens after a few years of completion. 
 

• Surrounding the station, it was viewed that a higher density could be achieved, in a more 
modern style. The high frequency of buses and the train station provides good accessibility 
to surrounding locations.  

 
• The new development needs to be sympathetic to the surface water flooding of the area 

and a sustainable drainage system needs to be implemented. SuDs were recommended to 
be integrated into open space.  

 
• It was recognised that the bridge would drastically change the character of the area. This 

needs to be dealt with sensitively.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



APPENDIX A: DETAILED AGENDA 
 
INTRODUCTION   
 
Guildford Borough Council (GBC) is currently developing Strategic Development Frameworks 
(SDFs) to help coordinate and shape development at five proposed housing allocations identified in 
the emerging Guildford Local Plan: Strategy and Sites. The five proposed sites are at: 
 

• Gosden Hill Farm, Merrow Lane, Guildford (Policy A25) 
• Blackwell Farm, Hogs Back Guildford (Policy A26) 
• Slyfield, Area Regeneration Project, Guildford (Policy A24) 
• Former Wisley Airfield, Ockham (Policy A35) 
• Land to the south and east of Ash and Tongham (Policy A29); Warren Farm (Policy A27); 

Land to the east of White Lane (Policy A28); Land north-east of Spoil Lane (Policy A31) 
 
David Lock Associates (DLA), in conjunction with Phil Jones Associates (PJA) and Lloyd Bore, have 
been appointed to prepare the Strategic Development Framework. As part of the project, a review 
of constraints, issues and opportunities is being undertaken. The purpose of this workshop is to 
discuss how the existing assets and challenges can help shape a strategic framework for each site. 
More specifically the key objectives are to:   
 

• understand the nature of the infrastructure and facilities required to achieve sustainable 
development; 

• understand site constraints and how a development could respond to these; 
• identify opportunities arising from strategic scale development and how high-quality places 

could be achieved. 
 
A feedback summary report will be prepared and distributed to the participants as a record of key 
points and to take forward into the next stage of the masterplanning.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



APPENDIX B: ATTENDANCE LIST 
 
Name Representing 
Chris Blow Guildford Soc Transport Group 
Jim Allen Burpham Neighbourhood Forum 
Catherine Hughes Burpham Neighbourhood Forum 
Andy Clapham Burpham Community Association 
Julian Lyon Guildford Society 
Alistair Smith Guildford Society 
Nigel Burke G-Bug - cyclists of Guildford 
Martin Taplin G-BUG, the Guildford Society 

Planning Group, former member of 
the Guildford Vision Group 

Gerry Little Guildford Vision Group 
Bill Stokoe Guildford Vision Group 
Keith Chesterton Ramblers Association 
John Dymott Ash Residents Association (ASHRA) 
Graham Eyre Ash Residents Association (ASHRA) 
Norman Bristow Ash Green Residents Association 
Morten Frisch Holmwood Close Residents 

Association 
Andrew Strawson 
Vice-Chairman 

Merrow Residents’ Association 

Emma Shaw Downsedge Residents Association 
Jane Vesey Downsedge Residents Association 
Cllr. Robert Taylor for East Horsley Parish Council 
Cllr. Phil Beddoes Send Parish Council 
Cllr. Lisanne Mealing Ripley Parish Council 
Cllr. Suzie Powell-
Cullingford 

Ripley Parish Council 

Steve Knight JWRA 
John Stone Unknown 
Eric Palmer West Clandon 
Roger Main Lynx Hill RA 
Ray Carston East Clandon  
Tim Harrold Guildford Residents Association; 

Tyting Society RA 
Richard Jarvis  Guildford Residents Association 
Amanda Mullanby Guildford Residents Association  
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